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APPENDIX A
FELLCL'1"1' S ADVANTAUE (M V11PLLX ADVANTAGE)
A.1 'THEORY
Fellgett's Advantage is the name of a factor which shows the improvement
obtained when the Spectrum of thermnl, rndf.iLlon 1.s monsured by it 'Nurier trnns.
Curet r;pueLrutucLer, rather Clean by a scanning tiler spectrometer.
This difference in performance only occurs when there is no amplifier
nhead of the sprctromete . Then rel.l.gett's Aavanwgu is a measure of Spec-
Cruiueter performance when all of the input power is applied to a single
detector in the autocorrelator compared to the performance obtained when a
narrow, bandpass filter scans the spectrum. Such ` a filtar wastes the Spec-
trum power outside the filter passband.
k,
Fellgett's Advantage is found as follows. Let
B	 total system bandwidth
f
TSYS , system noise temperature	 (A-1)
N	 k TSYSB	 noise Power	 (A-2)
t	 T - total observation time
M	 number of frequency bins resolved
Then in the cast-1 of the scanning filter
b * B/M
	 radiometer bandwidth using a scanning filter
T/M	 time available to measure temperature of each frequency bin
'ropy
A-2
w
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x	 !
i
K TSYS	 MKT Sys
nF'ILTER `	 f	
+ • temperature resolution	 (A-3)
x
In the correlator cast:
b a B
t	
T.	 time available for measurement of each correlation sample.M
	
	 Since ^ (T) is complex, a real and an imaginary sample are
tukon. Thu spectrum generated by Fourier transformation has
the ,same number of samples. However, the samples are real.
Therefore, the variance of spectrum bin is the sutra of the
"	 vnrinnces of the ronl. and Untl1nary ttnmpla s.
'^ ,	 y KSYS	
2M KTSYS	 (n_1r)
	 %l.g ltlt	 \	 /-
f,
Fellgett ' c Advantage, F. relates T	 and T	 follows	 !:FILTER	 COR
l t,
r	 a'^^CORR	 M 1FILT`ER	 (A^5)
Equation (A-S) states that if we cannot increase the power at our dis-
posal by amplification, the noise level of a scanning filter spectrometer is
r	 greater than that of a Fourier spectrometer.
However, if amplification is available, power is available to feed a
t	 channelizing filter bank or a delay Line with s set of traps. These devices
will ,.ave a temperature resolution which does not depend on M.
WILh no reutrlctlun on the number of taps, we can measure ^(T) for both
positive and negative values of T. Now + (t)	 is symmetric and ^ (T)ima inar
is antisymmet:ric. So the corresponding posit va and negative real correlation
samples, ¢(i%) can be added together. The imaginary samples paired with the
real samples can be added after reversal of the sign of one sample;. In both
A-3
Y.
M** G
d
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9 ,
cases the noise adds noncoherently and the signal coherently. This reduces
the temperature resolution by 2-17 2. This compensates for the 2 increase in
the Fourier spectrometer case caused by the fact that O(T) is complex, but
the power-density spectrum is real.
The T - 0 tap is a special case. The O(0)imaginary sample trust be zero,
So it is not used in computing the transform. This produces a two-to-one
noise reduction consistent with the noise reduction obtained with the pairs
of taps 'wbere the delays are 1--r1 (T 0 0)
A.2 PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
As examples of the relative performance of these devices let us consider
three correlator/spectrometers operating between the water vapor line and the
O2 line complex, say 23-53 GHz.
One device will be a crystal video system using a Hughes Electron
Dynamics GaAs dode,'a second system uses an evacuated barretter, a third sys-
tem uses a TRG mixer and a Narda GaAs FET IF amplifier. The amplifier has an
8-18 Gliz hasHband.
This amplifier has a noise figura of about 9 db according to the NARDA1
ads (1) The 'TRG mixer appears to have a single sideband noise figure of about	 s
P	 ocJb.(2) ' hL.4 superhet must uhurul:e in u single sldeband mode. The double
aid band mode would put a 16 GHz hole in the middle of the reception band.^..	
The total noise figure is then about 15 db.
A TSS of 6 x 1 11 watts will be used for the evacuated barretter. (3)0
rigure A-1 nhow t 1 • hal' n TSS of -55 clhm or 3.16 x '10-9 w;itl11 1;1 :1 1,f ►0d
uuu l►ur lur Lhu dlude perturmuuc:e.
Performance calculations for the three cases follow.. A radiometric per-
formance parameter of K - 1, and an integration time of one second will be
used in all three cases. The result is a representative temperature resolu -
tion which is useful for comparison purposes. It also will be assumed that
1024 frequency bins are desired. It then takes 17.07 minutes to measure the
spectrum.
	
	 1
'i
(l^microwaves, p. 7, April 1980.
`	 (2)A. Cardiasmenos, "Planar Devices Make Production Practical," Microwave
Systems News, April 1979, pp• 15-21.
(3) Long and Butterworth, "New Technique for Microwave Radiometry," IEEE
TRANS MTT, Sept 1963, pp. 389-396.
t,t
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SCANNING DELAY AT • 2^ x 1.73 x 10"' 0.08'K
SCANNING FILTER AT	 .	 1024 x 1 .73 x 10-3 1.770K
CRYSTAL VIDEO
-9,1,	 3.16 x io	 W	
. 11 0 533 0K, AT'	 ^	 0.0815'K
i
SYS	 1,37 x 
10723 
x 2 x 1010
i
FILTER BANK OR TAPPED DELAY LINE NOT POSSIBLE-
SCANNING DELAY AT	 402 8 x 8.15 x 10_
2
3.69°K
SCANN AM', 1F1. 1.'1'HM AT	 1024 'x 8.15 x 10^2 83.46 °K
I
It may he seen that the scanning Filter mech anization is a very `poor ; per-
= furmur,	 iioWeVut,	 LIM ieuurler truntiro rtn sys tem wltli a scanning delay is a
- reasonable system mechanization, if simplicity and cost are important.	 In
cases where the ultimate in performance is not needed, it is a viable candidate.
a
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APPENDIX B
A
GENERALIZED 1NT , EKOMETER MAPPING BEHAVIOR
The basic properties of correlating interferometers as mappers should be
addressed. The fact that the system is linear in its response to power or
intensity will be used in several key derivations. To show under what condi
tlonFi such Miiunr raHpoiiso is obtainad, a calculation of the mapping response
of a correlation radiometer in the general case follows.
The interferometer system is indicated below.
Let F (x, t) be the electric field distribution across the source.
Assume it to be a stationary random process. Truncate this process to form
F(T, x, t) so that a function with a Fourier transform is produced. This
C-Iuld in complex and unulytic. 'file Haauli^l property Arises becauve the real
and mag:nary components of Fare assumed to be Hilbert transforms. This
guarantees that F is a causktj 'signal.
The Fourier transform of V(x, t) Is
o^
N(Tlr XP v)	 F(T, X, t) a21rivt
	
(B-1)
L" 1
10.
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whuru v q Cruquuncy, U - nine, X * uourc u coordinate and hat symbol indicatesg	
transform function.
In order to characterize the antennas, let Gl (x) and G2(x) be the saphi
tude diffraction patcernn nF AI and Ax. Both patterns aru in a Molar coordi
111aCu HYN W11 wlLh url;q,h1 c1C U Ln higuru 11-1. Thon the output of Clio first
antenna is
Vl (T, x, v) a C3i (x, v) *V (T v x, t)
.41111111irly
V* (T , x ► V) " G2 (x', v) *V* (T, x, t)	 (B-2)
The product of these two signal produces the video signal output with
the Coral
V L (T, x, v
) Vl ^ 
x, v)	 ^C (xl ^ V) G2 (x2 , V)^ 3: ; f y (T. xl , v) v* (T v x2' v)^
C	
(B-3)
where ** indicates a two-dimensional convolution (* one-dimensional
convolution),
r
	
	 Divide both sides of Equation (B-3) by 2T. Since G. and G2 do not depend t
on T. the statistics are stationary. In the limit
i
r	 p(x y)l m 
[
Gl(xl r y) G2 (x20 V )1 *qtr (x10 x2 0 v)	 (B-4)
T4-	 .1
i
where P(x, v) is the complex spectral density of the output and r'(x l, , x2 , v)
is the mutual spectral density of the radiation in the plane of the antennas.
(The Van Cittert-Z'ernike-theorem describes how these coherence functions
F	 propagate from the object scene to the antenna plane.) By ;definition
V (x y) V (x2 l v)x.}	 r(xl x2 , v)	
2T 
	 (s-s)
aim
T•,r
.r
B-3
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Eration (B-4) is the general solution for the interferometer response
to an extended, partially cO.."rent, polychromatic source.
For the quasi-monochromatic case, which holds for most practical •ys
taws, there are two conditions. These are
dv -a v
and	 R « av	 (B-6)
That is, the spectral. width, AV, must be small, compared to the mean fro
E '	 quency, 'v; also all system path differences must be small compared to c/Av.	 z
For this case the mutual coherence function becomes
f:
2nvt
`	
r(x1  x21 T)	 r(xl, XZ, 0) a	 (B-7)
k
I
and the mutual power cross-spectral density is
w
r (xl x2 , T) - r (xl . x2, 0) 6 (v	 (ate) i
Substituting '(B-8) into (B-4) and evaluating at t 0
P(x)	 [Gl (x) GZ (x)) ** r (xl , x.,, 0)	 (B-9)
"	 Gl(x) and G2 (x) have become antenna patterns of A l and A2 at frequency V.C.
This is the solution for the output response to a partially coherent, quasi-
?	 monochromatic, extended source distribution. 	 r
Let us look at the limiting cases of coherent: and noncoherent extended
sou'rcas For a coherent source
F
r(x , x , o) - v(x v*(x ) (1)	 (s-10)l 2	 1>	 2
,j
(1)M. Baran and G. Parrent, Theor of Partial Coherence, Wiley & Sons, 1964,
Seca 4.3 and 4.4, pp. 54 and 57.
. `	
B-4
1
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Then (B-9) becomes
i p(x).. [Cl (x)*V(xl)I 	 [G2 (x2)*V*(x2)]	 (B-11) 9
i
This equation shows that for mapping extended objects whichare
coherently illuminated (or radiate coherently across their surface) the sys-
I tem is essentially nonlinear.- Unscrambling such a nonlinear signal to.form
r an image appears to be a hopeless undertaking.
a In the l im-1 t, wlivre V(x)	 'c:^S (x - ;xl)	 ror a pulat nource (D-11) reduces
to
f'
1'(x) = C 2 (;1 (x)	 (% 1(x )	 (B-12)
5
Thum, for poi,ut sources, the systum secs a power diffraction pattern
which is the product of the patterns of the two antennas . , 	This appears
intuitively to be correct.
Vor ista r-immiiiuun mourev ti wi g
 tai tire; eununt ially nuacolieratiL
..
►U (x	 xl .	 (1)	 .	 ^; i ►^(x)	 d (xi - xZ) (1)	 0-13)
The subscript "0" denotes that this is the distribution at the object
,source.
Substituting (B-13) in (B-9) and integrating over the source, we get
y.
P(x)	 -	 P0(x') [C1(x - x') C2(x -;x 1 )] dx'	 (B-14)
fSOURCE
^t
;G
-Where Po(x') is the distribution efi power, over the murr-,im p -ur the source.
Equation (B-14) describes a system, which is linear in power and w	 ch has a
{
l
complex impulse response 1K(x) given by
t
,.' Y(x)	 Gl(x) G2(x2)	 (B-15)
,.
e
F :
B-5
x
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9	 `hen (l;-1.4) can be wrILL011
P(x)¢ P G (x)*K(x)
	
(B-16)
Thus the system under consideration, although nonlinear for mapping
extended coherent jurces, is certainly linear for mapping extended incoherent
sources such as the radio_"sky or radiometric-earth.
Since Gl and G2 are defined relative to the origin 0, we can set the
x
antenna phase centers at that point. Then
G (x) • G1' (x) e---itac1
(B-17)
G 2 (x)	 G2(x) a+ilex
where G(x) and G2(x) are the radiation patterns of Al and A2 relative to
their own phase centers and ^ in the scpnra t`Iotn between these phntse can Ler. s.
`i horef:urkt, Lhv 1111pi tiv re,81 )WIV W111 1W wr, l4Len In the Corm
i
I,
1C	 ulw 
a-
 
fr;x + G2(x) a+14X
JwL Al raid Al hdive ruuL, syuuue cle
whom: n 1s the antenna aperture coordin,1	
and symmetric. For this special case.
` K symmetric (x) - 2G1 (x) G2 (x) cos,
In this special case the interferometer impulse response is simply the
product of the amplitude patterns of the two antennas and the interference
factor resulting From the phase center separation.
by tha: cuavuluLlufl theerum the Fourier transform of (B-16)- is
P(x) - PO W * K(x)
5(F)	 0(F) MTF(F)	 (B-20)
B-6
(ia-18)
wulbhtliki; l:uuetI011H O Al(n) u11d A2(n),
jte. Then Cl and G2 will also be real
lx	 (B-1,9)
pn
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where 0'(Y) and S(F) are the complex spatial frequency spectrums of image and
ohjecC.	 T - (r) is the modulation transfer function of the interferometer.
Taking the Fourier transform of (B-15)
K(x)	 G1(x)	 G2(x)
f	 11L	 ^
TF(F) - A 1 W * A2{n)	 (B-21)
The second two transforms are the Fraunhoffer diffraction relation
between aperture excitation and the resulting radiated field.
Bruceweil bets rid of the characteristic folding inversion due to the
convolution by using the mirror image of K(x). Call it K(x). Then the bottom
relation in (B-21) becomes an autocorrelation. Thus
y
	
MTF(F) = Al(n) * A2(n)
	 (B-22)
where
.,
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APPENDIX C
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER IMAGE STATISTICS
1
C.1 SPECTRUM SELECTION USING RESULTS DUE TO MANUELBROT
Mandelbrot ' s computer generated Brownian landscapes on pp. 210-215 of his	 ?'
book show how changing and image parameter, H, changes the appearance of the 	 }
terrain images. They show how the correct value of H is needed in order to
produce the subjective impression that one is looking at an "image" and not
noise. Unfortunately, these figures will not xerox. However, the computer
theechangeBinWlong rangeScoherencelduectolchangingrthecparameters trails show
1
Mandelbrot concludes that in order for his Brownian landscapes to have
tho properl ion or rv:0 lamincalsurs thu rodundtsiusy ►araill(Aur, 11, sliuul.d have ; ► 	 r
vuluu of 3/4. This curruspoudS to a spectrum of the form,	 •-
G(f)	 sf-211-1	 Sf u/2.
f Tito Iran rurm-n aLe ru Loeor. rul i t lon uxl ►russlun is givt:u lit V igure C-2 aluug
with a plot of this function.
C.2 CALCULATION OF REDUNDANCY PARAMETER FROM IMAGE COMPRESSION DATA
In order to calculate the properties of the various imaging systems, we
need to use a power spectrum for the radiometer images which has the right
redundancy.
Assume that all images (visual, IR, or microwave) have about the same
statistical properties, because they originate from the same object scene.
Then we can estimate H from knowledge of properties of images in cotapressed
format. Such compression is carried out in order to send images with reduced 	 {
B. Mandelbrot, Fractals — Form, Chance and Dim"sion," W. Freeman & Co.,
1977.
i'	
C-2
r
y.
l
I
L
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Mw Figure to the kit, constitutes an The Figure to the right uses the same
example	 of	 a	 statistically %elf
	
similar generating program and the same pseudo 	 ht
lesstal curve with the dimension 0 n random seed but a dimension incromed
110,9000 . 1,1111.	 Ili COoldinAke IunC• to 0 t 110,7000 n 1.4285,	 without hav
tM11ta are independent fractional UroWni• tug to change the shape of theeonv01,	 .	 i
act fuxctions of exponent Fie0.9000. tions which add up to form this trail we
which implies
	
that
	
sell	 inter%ections, have increased the relative Importxnt?e of
though not strictly pmhtbitad. ass greatly the small ones. and to a lesser extent, of
dieeouragcd by foretng the curve to he the medium outs, 	 Pre vioyWy inviwbic
very persistent, Thinking of tumpltcated details becortte very upoarent^ The gen-
ciso"s as the superimposltfuns of large, oral underlying shape. however, remains
onsol Wrw. and small convolutions. It may easily recgnlxoblc,be ntid that in the can of hilth persist•
eon atni dimonslon close to 1, mall
mot" Wiiw ant wrely'visible,
FIGURE C-1, FRACTIONAL BROWMAN TRAIL'S
(01MENSIONi 0 n '1. 1111, 0	 1.4296 )	
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4 bandwidth. Shannon's source coding theorem states that if the information
density of the code is greater than the information density of the source,
the source message can be sent without error. This is an existence theorem.
In practice, all codes exhibit distortion which rises to high levels as the
code density approaches the source density. This distortion level can be
computed from rota distortion theory.
Now images can set sent with tolerable distortion at a cgj^e density,
corresponding to an information density of one bit per pixel, . (( )) Therefore,
we will assume this image information density in calculating our estimate
of H.
Let tile: signal spectrum be of the form postulated by Mandelbrot. Let the
noise be white. Then the signal and noise power spectrums are
G (f) _ S f-211-].
(C-1)
N(r)	 N
Information rate as a function of the signal and noise spectrums is
r'I v( wn by the ro'I a t: 1 r ►►► (3)
	
2	 UMIn 
1l +
	 df binits/second, log,,e	 1.443	 (C-2)
f	
-..
1
Integrate over G(f) and N(f) to obtain total powers.
	
f2	
f2_	
f2
2H-1
	
S -2H	 S -2H _ -2HPS	 G(f) df	 S	 f	 df " 2H f i (f l	 f2 )
f l 	^l	 f1
F
	
t`	 f2	 E
P	 N(f) f	 N df	 N (f - l)	 (C-3)N	 )	 2	 1
rl 	 ff l
T.
(2)W. Pratt, et al., "Slant Transform Image Coding," pp 191-209, Fig. 12,
Digital .Imaa Processing (ti. Andrews, Ed.) IEEE Press, 1978.ro
(3 ) S. Goldman, ) Information Theory, Sec. 5 . 2, Eq. (43), Prentice-Hall, 1953.
C_4
ti
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Let,M be the ratio of highest to lowest image harmonic (number ofpixels
per scan line) . That is M . f ?/ f l , f2 ^0 f3 and M ^w 1.
SOLVING FOR S AND N
1111' S 2
SS	 f-2H
	 f-2H
-
f	 2H	 M2
l	 2 ^2 _ l f22H 	 2
1
I	 ,	 1,N P
P 	 P 
f
2	
fl
	
Fi-
il' (1 _ M-1) f2	 f2
^ 2
fl
Therefore,
2HP 
.9	
-2H-1
k	 2H	 -2LI
G (f)	 M	 r 2 2 H f ZH-1 -2H-1
N(f)	 PN
/ f 2 M2H
-
f- 2H-1
i l
(C-4)
(C-5)
where x is a normalized frequence and P s /Pn w SNR.
Now for the cases we are interested in, G(f) /N(f) is a very large number
compared to one, except at the band edges near ,f and, f	 Therefore (C-2)
can be approximated by the relation	 2	 1
f 2	 x2
r e
	 Zn[N(f), df	 Eft	 in(ax-211-1) dx
f l 	 xl	 s
x '^
	
in a(x2 - xl ) - (2H + 1)	 Zn x dx ef 2 	(C-b)
Xl
1
nom, v.	
a
C-5
410 .
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The ;f 2 factor appears because df f2 (df /f 2) - f2 dx. Also when f • f 2,
x - 1 and when f - fl, x - (f. 1/E 2) M'l. Carrying out the integration in(C-6)
y
r n 
of 2 (l - M-') ina (2H + 1) (x in x - x)
	
	 (C-7)
M-1
Note that M-1  4c 1. Also .
ainy	 /11
x III x
x oY
k« 
Y) - -MIy	 ^ ^l	 py-►-	 dy	 y,•
r	 Eft (Ina + 2H + 1) . 2ef p ( na + 2H + 1)	 (C-8)
where f2 2Ip.
Now f2 is in cycles/sec (HZ). In order to meet the Nyquist ,sampling
criterion It Lakes two pixels (u line pair) to define f2 . That is f2 - 2fp,
where fu is pixels scanned per second. This observation justifies the second
right-hand expression in (C-8).
Next we must convert information rate to information density, R. The
relation is
r(biniL bjec )
ix
auLLr^
f (pixels/ sec	 lt (ip elp
`	 So dividing both sides of (C-8) by f p and using the value of a from (C-5)
F 12 MM H
R	 2e In —
	
+ 2H + 1
	 2e In(201) + LaH 2H In M + 2H + 1
M	 /
}	 (C_9)
^, F
C-b
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Neglecting the lnH term, which is small, and solving for H we get
l + W2 W - R/2e
inM - 1	 (C-10)
In the came of a typical visual image a representative set of parameters
could be
1000 (density range of 3)
M	 1000 lines (pixels)
R	 l bit/pixel
^t	 0,347
Then
1 - 0.347 + Mi(2000)
^.	 ^lIMAGE	
^	
2 [ kn(1000) ^- 1]	 0.70	 C-11)
f
I
i
	
	 The value of H for the image will be greater than for the object scene
because the imaging system decreases the high frequency spatial frequency
content. This increases-redundancy.
r
	
	
Compensation of H For the imager modulation transfer function (MTF) will
be discussed in the next section where H is calculated from measured data.
C.3 DETERMINATION OF H FROM MEASURED DATA
The only spectrum available were several measured by Charles Hawthorne
of China Lake. These rpcctrumss wore measured near Faiuorto in the Central
Valley of Call,fornia. The terrain type is agricultural. Four fixed beams
produced resolvable elements which were moved over the terrain by the-forward
motion of the'plane. The radiometer signals were digitized and the power
spectrums were computed. Figures C-3 and C--4 show results for two separate
runs. These spectrums were fitted to a power law curves using an HP-97 pro-
gram. The calculated confidence level was 0.7. This is not too good a number.
However the dispersion in the data is great. In addition theve is evidence
of saturation of the spectrometer channels at low frequencies.
	 *"
At any rate, Table C-1 h_low-gives the results of the curve fitting calcu -
lations as well as the average parameters. The power law curve is of the form
. axb
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i TABLE C-1. POWER DENSITY SPECTRUM FIT TO POWER LAW CURVEa
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 Average
a 24.96 22.2 23.62 19.41 22.20 18.06 21.7
b -1.86 -1.86 -3.05 -1.42 -2.18 -2.79 2.2.
Guurrialunt of 0.53 0.51 0.64 0.81 0.81 0.79 4.7
Determination
The H-value for the image is then
b-1	 2.2-1
HIMAGE	
._ „ ^^n 0.60
	 (C-12)
This is even lower than the value of H computed from the image information
rate, namely 0.70.
Due to toe sparseness of the data it is felt that it is 'reasonable to
continue to use Mandelbrot value of H, namely 3/4. For the same of compact -
ness, we will set H + 1 h. Then G(F) F' .
C.4 SPECTRUM NORMALIZATION
I ii urdorr 4u utsu CQ) to rupresuat Cite scene lmugud by the radiometer, it
must be converted to normalized form. In Appendix B it is shown that the
system responds linearly to radiation intensity. Therefore, the RF power
density spectrum becomes a video voltage spectrum proportional to thtRVI
spectrum. The scene spectrum we have been analyzing is given in terms of
this video power spectrum. Let 8p-5/2
 be this normalized video power spec-
trum. That is
G(F)G*(F) a VB(F) V`* (F)	 S(F)	 ep-512	 (C-13)
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Thu=lnwgral uvur this Hrucrum must be the mean square variance ofE
	
	
scene radiant temperature, QT . The rws fluctuations AT 'vary from 20 0K for
rural, areas to 40 1K for urban areas. Land-water and ice -Water scenes exhibit
high contrast With a possible rms values as high as 501K.
'Cliu cootiLiint 0 tH Nuod I)y LUrCUgrutLng the viduo power spectrum, setting
the result equal to AT2 and then solving for e.
x
AT  - 9	 p-5/2(P dp d*) - 4n8 AP-1/2 0 fAV'
Since AF 1 F
AT	 One OFOF Vl/2
(C-14)
(C-15)
^i
Solving for e
A^T2 ^
4n lbv-/2
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The purpoze of this technical report is to provide antenna design
criteria for an airborne radiometric mapping system. The analysis
employed in determining optimum antenna illumination and bandwidth
is considered somewhat no-rel in that co inication theory concepts
have boon tuied for eatablishint an objective rgth ematical evalua-
tion of system performance. A model of a radiometric mapping sys-
tem is formulated and the amount of inf cration (in the co=wni.ca-
tions sense) available at the syste= out put is calculated as a func-
tion of various system parameters. '.'he information content is teen
maximized to predict an optima antrnra configuration for a receiver
having a given temperature resolving ability.
Using the info.-.ation theory approach, it is demonstrated that a
definite mi.crollave bandn-idth and illumination taper must be chosen
to provide maxi=m information at tho s rste_ output. It is sho"a,
that conventional design ap_roaWhes ;•r'nich inclune severe tapering
of the antenna illumination for sideloce reduction and large front
end band widths for ircraased tem a ature resoluti.en do not lead to
"	 maxir.^un info: nation content. The effect* of taper end b;:nd ,•ridth on
k
	
	
tho apatiul rrccryur•ncica buin; ca^. od by the system are described
iu this analysis and for a typical system, calculations indicate
that optimum information is achievcd with illu.ninationa near uniform(maximum monochron.-Itic gain) and ba dvidths around 4 - 7'i, decending
on the resolving ea_abilities of the receiver and the variance of the
temperature profile being rapped.
f
	
	
The use of infor: ation content as a measu_Te of system performance
has several definite advantages. The system out at, for example,
loan be processed in many ways to yield a n=.ber of representations
of the profile being mapped. A good infor-- tion content at the out-
put insures that most processing or codinS schemes will have the most
amount of input data possible and that little data has been destroyed
aadvertoatly by the receiving system before prooes3in. .Also, since
information is an objective quantity,- it can be maximized without regard
to subjective quandaries such as hoT+w =ch of the main beam is actually
	 ^.
urrcfull ) etc.	 J,^.
F i
	
	
Clearly, it io-impossible to analyse every radiometric mapping system.
The particular antenna and receiving system discussed in the following
All
was chosen because it was thouSht to be physically realizable. In any
event the follo:,.ing analysis hill serve as an exaWple of hoer many simi-
larr systems, can be troated to provide xmu- information transfer.
D-2
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Section x beadze with a basic deooript,ion of how microwave noise from
the earth is received by the manpiiZ antenna. The concepts of emivaiv-
ity and temperature aro introduced and, an eggxv3sion for power received
at the antennas is Given. In Saction 11, this forcrula is applied to a
particular rwcpirZ system having an antenna with a separable ,
 aperture
d stri,but,on. Tho antenna pattern is then written as the product of
pattertin lonaitudin;al a:d tranuver-so to the direction of flight of the
mapping vehicle.
It is then shown in ^oction III that the taro dimenai,oral, mappine prob-
lan reducou to a series of ono dimensional problems involving the trans-
verae or vide-looking propertlea of the antor
	
^na alone. In keep	 with
the state of the art, the tra-inverse =te=a eonfiatmation is assumed
to be an array, electronically scannei wi *.. ferrite phase shiftera.
Such an entonnsa choico allows good tattorn control and a fast data gather-
ing capability. Mao, in this section, the concept of spat$,nl frequencies.
0 iutroaucod. The temperaturo profile in c ndod in terms of its spatial
r oquoncy componanta and the upatial frequency transfor characteristics
of the antenna are disoucaod for the monochromatic ease. Finally, *.a
effect of microwave bandwidth is calculated and it is demonstrated that
incronood band•ridth dem,adon thoxnty ►na by U%pQrina tho apatini fro-
quoncy spactruz and introducing unvanted noise.
In Section IV the effects of the reoeivor aro discussed. A particul&
receiver c.mploy a strui^ht through detection of tho micro.mve signal
is selected for the sake of argument. The noise at the output duo to
inadequate temperaturo resolution is calculated. The mean square signal
to noise ratio at the nth spatial froquency
N n
is the calculated in terms of Toth antenns and rocever effects, The
total inforsetion at the receiver output is then written as the sure of
the information eont € inod in each spatinl frequency
y
71
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Information is plotted as a f=t on of bandwidth for various illumi-
nation tapers assuming a cosine-snuared-on-a-pedestal family of illw3i-
nation functions. aardwridth and tapers which provide maximum informa-
tion are presented for a 51 elenent array.
Ig the last section, the loss of information due to antenna tapering
is discussed. It 13 shoun that unsfarr rated antenna taper equivalently
increases the receiver noise tem perature or increases the microwave
bandwidth required to produce n • friven anoint of i.rforaztion at the
output. A gtLntity called "resolution efficiency" is presented as
a function of taper. This factor gives a total system efficiency
and is analogous to aperture'efffciency in the Case of a monochroma-
tic antenna.
7J3
3
4
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The fundamenwa equationu describing the reception of ground wappine,
radiometric information will now be developed. For purposes of analysis,
it Will be assumed the earth is flat and positioned in the s-y plane as
shown in Figure 1. A receiving sperture * S # is located a heifht, h,
above thcart . as shown. A spherical cooruinate system described by the
angles	 and ^ is also indicated.
39
Al
It
FiM!re 1.
	
j
Consider an element of the earth, dS, located at the point (x,y). This
element radiates microwave noise upward into the half space z > 0. The
Boise is produced by thermal
 effects within the earth and by reflection
of note signals fray other sources. It is assumed that d $ is taken
lame enough so that the noise emitted from it is statistically independent
of the noise emitted by any other similar element in the x-y plane. The
elerxnt of dS ' is comgletely described by two additional characteristics;
emissivity and temperature.
1--
^	 D-5
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The temperature of the point (x,y) can be defined in terms of the density
of power flowinr up and out of dS. In particular, if d5 radiates a total
average power dP, then the temperature of (x,y) is defined as:
' 2
T( x ry ) _ O -- -Q	 oK.	 (1)
W dS
where
k = Boltzmann e s constant
B = bandwidth under consideration, }iz
'kp = center frequency wavelength
Thus, temperature defined in °^ I^bis manner, is a measure of the time average
z'component of the Poynting vector averaged over the area dS.
The emissivity of the element describes any directional radiation charac -
teristics it 'might have. The emissivity of dS can be defined as simply
the antenna Fain Cunc^Gion or the aperture which dO rayorcuenLs, In C;enerul
the cmissivity function will be different for the different frequencies
contained in the spectrum of noise emitted by dS. In particular the follow
-
ing definition for the amissivity of the point (x,y) can be made:
e (6 
power radiated in the direction e ,0 at frequenciesbetween W end W + d (AJ
	
..-........^_	 (2)epower radiated in the direction 	 ,	 et frequenciesbetween (A) and w + d La if dS radiated isotropicallyinto half space z >0.
Recognizing that Equation (2) is simply the gain of the aperture dS, the
noise power rec+:ived by t 1te tuitcnnu uperturu can easily be written.
	 Euch
spectral component of noise which leaves dS may be treated as a monochro-
matic signal transmitted with a gain given by Equation (2).
	 The power, dP
(''carried away from dS by spectral componencts, of the noise havine frequen-
c es between L.! and L) + d L) can be calculated xssumine the noise follows-i the Rayleigh—Jeans laws
dPw -
	
CLf 2 d L)	 (3)
ere  C is a constant.
	 The constant C can be determined by requiring
that the total power contained in all frequencies be dP, the total time
average power . emitted by da.	 Thus,
.. +
< dP _	 U	 _	 w2 dw	 Lj	 27r BC
	 (k)^,,
0	 w
^
 B0
-z}
i4
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Solving Equation (4) for the constant C the spectral power leaving dS can
be writton in t^;rma or the Lainpu:-utum- as gIvan by Lnuution (1).
dPw	 dP
	
.. d w _^ k ... T (x,y) d jdS	 (S )
27rB Lj 2	 7r*k2	 I
,
Now if the power given by Equation (5) leavers dS with a gain given by Equa-
tion (2`) , the power received by the antenna, S,,, in the frequency range Lj
Lj + d L) is simply;
j	 2
7
where G( 9,o ,u) is the power gain of the antenna, Substituting for dP
its value given by Equation (5) and integrating over all frequencies,
tho total time average power received by the antenna from the , element dS
is then:
ego
k T(x,	 _y^	
e	 ,(,)) G( e oL))dLJ dS	 (7)(27r) 31t2
r	
O	
'
	
Finally, since dS is statistically independent of position, the tire average
	 i
power received by the'antenna from all Possible elements of earth is simply
the inteeralof Equation (7) over dS and is given by
.	 k	 T(x.Y)
e(e,0,z,,y,Lj) G(e*u8	 (2 7T
r	 d L) dxdy °a	 ( ){
t
i	 in which Fit
	h2 + ,x2 + y2 and cos a = h/R, cos ( _ x/R sin D
Equation ('8) describes the manner i n which the antenna receives noise power
from the earth and is fundamental to the analysis of a ground mapping'E	
radiomAtar.
4	 IY. AN AIRAOPME MAPPI110; SYSTEM
Since: the width of any airborne antenna is limited by the width of the under-
side of the aircraft, it seems reasonable to design a radiorrtri.c mapping
system with the idea of enhancing the aperture limited side-looking capability.
	
Thus, in order to provide ;pattern control and rapid scan ability,, it will be
	 ;.
assumed that the antenna is chosen to be an electronically scanned array in
the pinno trnnsverce to the direction of the mapping vehicle. Furthermore,
D-7
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In order to facilitate the initial formulation of the problem, it will be
assumed that the emissivity of the ground is independent of look-angle
' and position.
'	 For the situation under consideration, scanning effects are best described
in terns of the coordinate system sho r.rn in Fi fure 2. A general point (x,y)
r"
	
	 on the earth is located in terms of the direction cosine, u, of the distance
vector and the longitudinal distance, y, from the airplane. The-coordinates
(u,y)' ere related to the coordinates ( x,y) , as follaws;
k	
Y = y
u	 x' / h2 + x2 + Y2	 (9)
Eli
^	 The Jacobaa of the transformation (Equation (9)) can be calculated directly
as:
yn v
(e	
/^	 1
r
cos lu
1
I_
1
1	 Z	
R	
1	
j
{
F y	 i
.,
	
(x,y)	 r
;.,	 Fijre .2.	
-4
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'u.y	 2u 	
r	 x ,y	 a x	 R3
4
so that the element of area becomes:
f
dx ^1y	 >	 R3	 du dy	 (10)
-h2 + y2'-
At any sin gle frequency, it is assumed that antenna pattern is separable
and can be written as:
G( C 9, ^^ = Gt (u - us ) GL (u,Y) -h-	 (11)R
¢	 The function Gt is the transverse gain function of the antenna where us
4	 is the scan produced by an electronic phase shift. GL is the loneitu-
dinal gain of the antenna and is in Eeneral a function of both a and V.
The factor h/R represents the element factor of the array as it is the
cosine of the enfle the distance vector- makes with the antenna normal.
r
Substituting 'Equation ( 10) and (11) into ( 8) and integrating over frequency
gives the following expression for the power received by the antenna:
	
00 +1
	
+ po
PreC( us ) ' . k..._3
	Gt(u - us)	 T(u ,y) GL(u,Y)`
(211')
f	 ° •1
(12)
	
----
h
	dy. du dGJ
h2 + y2	
r
the emissivity  has been taken
  as unity end T(',y) is the
 temperature at
	 .'
point (x y) located b the coordinates (u y), i.e. T(u y) is the
temperature at the point;
2
(x a --- u 2 (h2 + Y2 ) Y)	 (33)
Finally, as the mapping vehicle: moves along, the temperature profile
appears to translate below it in the y direction. Taus, when the airplane
moves a ` distance ys frcc
 the origin, the received power becomes
A-9
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	 '+
t
I	 Y
k	 Go +1	 ;M
r
P u ,y)
	
3	 Gt( u - us )	 T(u •y Ys)
Pr 	 a^ s
o —1	 .re3o	 (14^
k
	
CL(u,Y) --h d 	 du dW	 g
h2 + 72
The form of Equation (14) indicates that the received power as a function i
of us ,ys is related to the earth temperature by a linear transformation.
Information about the temperature can be obtained from the received bower
by investigating the manner in which the 'spacial frequencies of the
temperatures are affected b convolution with the antenna pattern, ThisY	 P
vill be dour it the followinG section.
I
k
I
r	 ^
y6
_a
,x
c ^. ? I
t	
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The form of Equation (14) indicates that at any Eiven position of
the aircraft, ya, the transverse gain function scans an effective
temperature
+00
T(u) _ "'	 T (u, y y.) GL (u, y) — h 2 dy	 (15)
e	 2-Jr ..^	 h + y
which is the actual temperature integrated longitudinally w th'the
longitudinal gain of the antenna. The objective now will be to
design a system which reproduces T(u) as accurately as poscible so
p	 that Equation, (15) can be inverted to obtain the beat possible
representation of the actual temperature. In this way the total
two dimensional problem involving u and y first requires.the solution
to a one dimensional problem involving u alone.
An a first stop it will be assumed that Z'(u) is independent of fro-
quency. T..e consequences of thi*ii ansum,,ition will be discussed later.
Now at any givon yo the received power is given by Equations 04) and
(15) as
o^ +1
prec (us) ° 4T	 3 at (u - us ) T(u) du dGJ	 (16)0 -1
Over the rnnen -14 u G 1 the integrated temperature can be expressed
in toms of a Fourier aoriou of spatial fioquoaclea
I +00	 nrru
T(u)	 Tn a	 (17)
^	 where
'	 +1	 n7ru
Tn =
	
T(u) e 3	 dui^	 (18)
If the
`	 1
! ^'
	
	
with frequency independent phase shifter 1 thog-invfunction*
isl
givensPq	 Y	 P	 r	 6a	 ^
by
t
s It can be abown that at any particular frequency a half-wave spaced array	 lry
	
	
receives all the resolution information which is practicably obtainable.
Closer or farther spacing produces no additional resolvne capability.
7
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i
+ A
Gt (u — us) 	 G. ^► 	 ^^0
	
e	 t	 (^ g)
k	 I
whore Q,0 is the center frequency of the microwave band. 'Aotually,
thegain function is only a-function u — us at the center frequency.
The fact that the spatial., frequencizas of Gt depend on W1 LJ 0 will
be shown to give rise to output degradation.	 The amplitudes, Gap
r;`	 «	 are determined by the excitation of the array. 	 For an array with
progreasive excitation # age K . 1, 2, e . . N + 1 9 the spatial
i	
frequency power gain amplitudes are given by
N+ta:
y
aK aK ,	 n
K•1
GU	 a • 00 i t	 N	 (20)
H+1	 I
1	 2ag
..
At will be seen, the On will have the effect of weighting the spatial
frequencies or the temperature and will play an A,mportant role in
determining the total system output.	 The On then represents the
spatial frequency transfer charactoristics of then antenna at the
center frequency of the microwave band.
Figure 3 shows how antenna illumination effects the On for a 51 element
array.	 Since Gp is the average value of the power pattern
+1
G0 ,^	 r Gt (u) du s 1	 (21)
.1
-1
its value An amity regardless of the illumination. For a uniform
array, aK ¢ 1, the amplitudes decay linearly with increasing ap,
Gp •3 
— H ^ a•0, 1,	 .N	 (22)
-8-
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111. FZCEPTIO T OP SPATIAL MENl, C1ES (Continued)	 RM-nrrrrr r.	 i
as shown by curve (a). Since All the aK are assumed to have the
same phase, the area tinder tho Ga curve 	 simply the maximum gain
•	 of the far field pattern
N
• Gn = Gt (0) = of MAX,(23)
,
Since a uniform illumination produces Maximum gain, a tapering of
the illumination will give a curve having less area than (a).
Curve (b) illustrates the affect of tapering. An illumination of
tho form
aN «1 + sin2 (` 
5
-
0 
I. ^ Tr
was chosen for this case. This excitation produces a far field pattern
having a -41 db side lobe level. As indicated, the tapering tends
to increase tho low spatial frequency response at -the expense of the
, high frequencies.
Inverse tapering has the opposite effect as shown, by curve (c). TZ
this case the illumination was taken to be the inversely tapered
function
ax	 1.143 + sin2 ^ K 50 , Tr 	 {
	
1	 ^
which produces .a 5 db side lobe leva7 in the far field. For the	 }:
inversely tapered illumination the high spatial frequency response
is increased at the expense of the lobs, It is apparent that by
selecting the array illumination properly, any part of the spatial
	
'	 frequency spectrum of Gt (u) can be emphasized but only at the cost
of lowering other parts of the spectrum.
Substituting Equation (19) into (16) the expression for the received
power becomes
N	 +1	 0 +nD	 nTr Lj u
f k 	-i Wo
prea (us) 	 Gn r T(u) r	 e	 dG) duJ
n7rua
e (24)
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If the bracketed exponential in Equation, (24) did not, have to be
Integrated over tho band then Equation (24) would b ecome
a	 N	 aTrue
Prec (us) = 	 Ca Tne
t {	 n
ry.-
	
	
and the received power would simply contain the spatial frequencies 	 a
of the temperature weighted by the amplitudes Gn. However, this is
not the case. Integrating the exponential gives
LJp Jr'B	 n7rl^ u	 _ nTru
a	
sin nTl_A ?
e	 dW 2TrB	 ^i	 (25)f(n 7 &2) u
wo Try
where 0 is the percent bandwidth
_TrB; ^Ja .
	 (26)
The sin X/X factor in Equation (25) represents an error caused by
the fact that the element spacing is not exactly a half wavelength
over the entire band. This error can be described mathematically
by expanding the sin X/X term in a Fourier series as follows
i. uo	 KTrti
sin n tn2	 _
	
10
Y	 oo
where
	
+4	
3 
KTru
_	
gin n 7I'^! d2 )
—q	 -i x.Cr [n7r&^2_ 	 r	 a-	 u e	 duJ
-1
,k
i
= a 0 Si (K7r+ n7T'A ) - Si (K7T- - A' ).	 (28)
-11-
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with
z	 1
Si (x)
	
	
tt	 dtf
a	 ^s
The first three coefficients Co, C1
 and C2
 are shown in Figure 4
for values of bandwidth
61.q 7r
Y
For- a 50 element array this would correspond to bandwidths up to
K	 about 14 percent,. Over this range, the re gaining coefficients C3,Ca,	 arc ncelieubly small. Using Equations (V,) and (25) in
(24) the received power becomes
N
3 n1Tus
prac (us) _ kl!	 Gn Co (n n2
n	
) ,v E'
s _ N
kB
N
G. [C, (a) (T
	 + T
	
,
w,	 2	 n+1	 n-1
n	 N
n7rua+C2 (n'	 ) (Tn+2+ Tn ..) e3	 (29)
•
where all the CK
 for X23 have been neglected. hs
The effects of system band-didth are exhibited in two ways in Equation (29).
	 R
First of all, the spatial frequency components in the first su&n andg	 weighted by the factor Co (nATrI2). It is seen from Figure 4 that
this wei,Ckting tends to reduce the am plitude of the higher spatial
	
h
t'reouencics. The larger the bandwtdt2: the more pronounced the
tapering of the spectrum of the Tn. Secondly the second sun in
Equation (29) represents an addition of noise. The n th frecuency
component of this sum is related to Tn + I t
 Tn - 1 9
 Tn + 2 and Tn - 2•
Since these amplitudes are complofely independent of Tn they may be
considered as noise. Figure 4 indicates that the weighting factors
CSI, C2 and thus the noise, increase with increasing bandwidth. Antenna
bandwidth then corrupts the system output in two ways: tapering down
the spatial roquencies of the temperatu re
 profile and introducing
unwanted noise►
 in the output. Further degradation of the received
signal by tht recciving system will now be discussed.
t	
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A true measurement of average pour re quires an indefinitely,lorg
period of tima over :•rhich instantaneous rower is averaged. Since
practical w.asurin; tires arc limited, radiometric receiving sy^-
tems all have one factor in co=on. The receiver output varies
with tirae producin,• an indication of received microwave power
which fluctuates about the true avern3e level. In most caues,
whoa Cain instability iu nea;lcatcd, the variance of the received.
power, L P 2, and the corresporing variance in a.,asured this
perature, reeLT2, can be estimated by the formula
( zee / L-B)2	 d T2 s .(K 'F To)2 B
	
(3^)
in which
K = conitant depending on receiver type(K ~ 1.3 for direct detection of micro;rave uiew.1)
To = ambient temperature
F = receiver noi: a fiau•e
b = posh detection bandwidth
B = predetection bandwidth
Receiver gain fluctuations also contribute to a variance in tee out-
put but those effects can be minimized independently by utilizing
high scan or sw-itchino rates. On the other hand, the f luet y do s
described by (30) are inversely proportional to the micro:•rave band-
width and thus represent an iWportant consideration in front End
system design. The exact manner in ;rich the receiver output varia-
tione effect the radicmatric information under investigation is dero:.
dent on the yetom configuration. A typical system involving direct
detection of the micro:ravo noise will now be discussed.
The system to be con.9i_ered is illustrated in Figure 5. Ire antenna
is scanned in sl-ncronism ;,with a stora a or display unit at a rate of
f scans per second. For the purpose s of this analysis it will be
Y	 daumed that the entire 180 do rco r,nrc, -1< us < It is scanned
althou, this restriction 13 not necessary.
K:
-14-
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Array
''icrowave
Ampltfier
P
Video	 Data
Detector	 Amplifier	 Processor
b
sArray Storage aDrive orfs Display
Figure 5
It is assured that fc'is high enough so that receiver ga=l 	fluctua-
a
tions only effect the d-c value of the output.	 As shou;n, the micro-
wave noise from the antenna is ^nplificrl, detected, amplifi.cd again
and then passed through a processor before storage or display.	 The
data processor has boon inclulod sinea it provides an immediate  meems
of reel tire processing at the soaxi rate* f. 	 For example , this staff
could simply be a filter which would varioLly usight the spatial
frequencies of the input after the scan process converts them to tiros a
frequencies, i
When the_anto: ,na in se=nd, the average po:2or indicated at the output
of the video detector begins to va_--j with time.	 In particular, the
"sipal s' part of (29) produces a video output temperature
-15-
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+h
^ n 27r%t:
T (t) =	
n C
o
 ( n 2 ) Ta
 e
-N
Su this dray the spatial frequencies of the input are converted to
(31)
	 '
time frequoncir3 ti• hich are multi,p3 ca of the rscan frequency f`ti. 	 if
Since tho video unylif_er must be capable of parsing all those
frequencies, the b=- d-wi dth of the aaplifier must be chosen as
b =	 N f
s•	
(32)
Dori if a total time 7r is available for transverse scm-dni there
will be 7`f
	
total scans.	 If in addition, the reccirer output is
averaged over these scans, the variance in the out 	 is given by(30) reduced by the factor 	 70 fs .	 1173kim use of (26) and (32) ,gives
( K r T )2( K F T0)22	 0	 b	 2S
av	
u	 o
Thus'the output fluctuation becomes irdopendert of the scan rate, only
determined by the total number of microwave cycica sampled; T fo Z .
We are now in a position to examine the information passim through
the system.	 If the n th frequency component of the "signal" given
by (31) in rumpled it will be found to hive a variance
006 (n) =	 n2 CD ( n	 )22r ^ ^1^ 2	 (34)n
whero (7T	 2 is the variance of the maenitude of the n th spatial
is frequency of the temperature.	 If the n th frequency component of
5 the noise part of (29) is s mpled the variance of the noise due to
x
r1J,
antenna bandwridth effects will be
s
C2	 C 2 2	 n: L^Tr(	 ) -	 2 +	
2	 9
` 
CJ
nNA (n)	 n 1	 2
- 1	 n - 1-	 A
A^ + C2 (nom) JO.-  2	 + C-2
r;g T	 (35)n + 2	 a . 2
2 G 2a C1- 2
	
C 2 (n A Tr') +	 c 2 (	 n	 Tr)2	 2	 2T.	 1,
-16-
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where it ka3 boon assumad tkzt the vnrianca of the temperature
components does not vary radically with spatial frequency. This
vari.anco cn•t bo on orated by accuming it in tho ac-Mo for all
spatial fronuonc:i.os. lijn, if &U tho .spatial frequencies which
could be passed 7bt,kO antenna prosuced a temperature profile
which deviated1' degrees about the average, the variance in
the n th spatial frequency would be
n	 N
Finally, a3sumina the receiver noise is distributed uniformly
about the spatial fre?ucriey c pectrum, when sampled at the n th
frequency, the noise will have a variance
(KFT )
aM^ ? - 01' ? /tr
	 ^, °	 Q	 (37)av fo
Now, if, for tho sr' a of argument, the values of the magnitudes
of each of the spatial frequency components are distributed
normally among all possible teatperature profiles to be investi-
Catod and if the rsccivor no'ico is uaaumzd puc31y random then
the variances given by (34) (35) end (36)'aay be superimposed
to predict the variance of the receiver output at a Siven spatial.
frequency. Figure 6 illiLstrltes the oxpoctod valuo of the M. -Xoni
tulle of tho frequency sroctr= at the output of the video ampli-
fier„ The signal portion of the output spectrum is made up of
t%A m 4er9 na_1 Animt-i 0 framinIMM Ps wp i-h-bi 3 *nv 'the &M n, send fro-
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c 
# ! Grim
Noise	
' 1Qts
f f
Figure 6 i
The square s	
.
a ,.	 Q	 final. to aoso ratio at the n th spatial frequency is
given by
02 1 (n)
rl;2—) (3a
F	
z
pr 	 n	 F
Y
sk	
—1g—
4
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In order to obtain an objective figure of cerit for the system, the
classical ideas of information theory will be invoked and the total
irfo:mstion present at thu output of the video amplifier will be
defirad as
N	 -
r S2T	 ,Q n l +I 772— (39)t N 	 a
n=1
I
The information contained in the n = o, d - c, component of the out-
put has been neglected because of receiver instability considerations.
For a Given receiver and antenna illumination the information is a
function of percentase microasve band;ridth,,L . Substituting into(39), the e=, ression for information as E. function of bend ridth beco^as
N	 1
In I +
	
-- ------------ (40)
n 1
	
8n (^) +
whore
nTrA	 n7
# 	A 	 2
An (^) _	 Si ( Z ) /( 2 )
4ORIGINAL PAGE_ IS
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Which is valid for banc::ridths u p to about 10 percent. The pa
R describes the tamperature resolving ability of the system relative
to the temperature profile being inve3tigatod. It increases as the
equare of the receiver noise temperature and inversely as•the variance
of the te, 9erPturo profile being scanned and integration time. For a
Profile that ai,eht have a deviation of C(
 T • 60 degrees and radiometer
figures Which mi ht be typicaly
Y = la
db
1 ma
f0	 10 gii
N -	 50
one firs from (q0) that
R	
.004
Such a system would be capable of about a 2 degree temperature resolu-
tion with a bandwidth of about 10 percent.
Figure 7 shore-s information as given by (40) plotted for various values
of tilo resolution factor R, in the ease of a to iformly MuJ,inated array
I	 of 51 elements. T!:e cu,.-.-es shoe definito maxima where the conprc= i,so
bottreen conflicting artanna and receiver bandwidth effects occur.
In order to investigate the effects of Cage: i z>„ the Illumination of the
array, a "cosine-squared-on-a-pedestal' I distribution function of the
form
2 S,,,n — 1 Tl'
a a 
$ + 
sin	
50	 (42)
was used to doterzi.ne the spatial fre quency power gain amplitudes, ^,
is (40). Ctiuves of info^tion as a feu etion of bandwidth and reso
lotion, Yrere obtained similar to thoso of Fizmre 6 but for vat-ious
f	 values of tho pedestal height E. The values of pedestal height and
bandwidth which maxiaiued the information
 were obtained from 'these
curves and these rocults are shada in F Direa 8 and 9.
r-e
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11yhe pedootal hoisht for m-ximum inforation in indicated in Pi.Sure 8
in terms of the db tamer from the canter to the ends of tre array.
When R is small and the system is capgible of C:oQd temperature xosolu."
tion (lair rscoivor noise tamperatiwas lonr int0aration times atc.)
the opti._nrm b ndi-ridth is narrow Mauro  91 end the opti= illwnination
Is slightly inversely tapered. In this cane the high spatial freguen-`
eios p000ed by thq un tonno are su ff ci ontly above the receiver noise
so that they cry be omprc°izod at the o: pence of the .oar frequencies
to produce a si,=ificant increase in information, the emphasis is
achieved by the inverse antonra taror (hick frequency woii,ti:na) =d
narrow bru;d;,idth (high frequency ant nna noire reduction). For largo
values of R, eztenna effects axe w-rerapvd out by poor noise integration
and information is maximized by large bandwidth and positive taper .(lour
apztial frequency emphasis).
It is interesting to note that over a wide ruigo of the resolution;
parameters R, the illumination for optimunn in%ormetion transfer doer;
not differ fro;n uniform by more then u few db. Thus, dcop to aide
lobe considerations, "m=ivium informtion transfer .roughly correspo:u,s
to mwximum'gain. (n discussion of this rerxlt :rill follow iu the next
Baca d n )
	
In. n +► I.O	 1+	 n anao	 a om."{i
..,...tom...n.,._ ,	 ^...^-a,, ,.^.Pt.,c, one. t',-.o v:si...,.....^ _n the 	 i_ t...., .r i: ..+x }±ro±'i1^
to too invoa U,-;stto l has Loon w itimatcd, the L.wrvo n of Fiatn-e a and 9
can be usod to , select the optiraui iliu:aination taper ' and LQ.ndwidth
for the array.
1
i
3
i
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Tito rcaulto of the provtous analysis have indicated that maximum
information tranufor, in the classical ser ge, reau:xes a particu-
lar choice of microwave bandwidt h: and, antenna taper, dependent upon
the receiver being u :ed and the tcrperature profile 'under investi
E,ition. These denim criteria are to bra contrasted with design concopts
bakled on goals which are more subjective than information transfer.
For, example, it seers intuitively plausible that a reduction. in
sidelobe ] evol autortatically , betteres t he information gathering capa-
bilities of the antenna as it radvices tho amount of spurious power
received by the system. Sudh r statement, however, tacitly assumes
that only nnar. err roeoived by tho m.-in boam is of any value in diaanosinT
the tarCot profile. lethally, all the energy at the out put of the
antenna could conceivably be used to describe the scanned profile.
In targot recognition, for e ,ca-nple j the entire spatial frequency
spectrum at the system output could be cross-correlated atgainst
a synthetic target spectrwra
 using all the available information
to deduce tho presonts;of the ta---Get, not merely that information
coming fran the main beam.
When only the twain be= at the antenna pattern is considered valuable,
the nataral terdency is to cho p M the front end band-. idth ao '! argo
as posciblc to pruv-ido	 tempoxature resoltttion in the roceivor.
l rge band:ridthc, however, Mond to fill in the sidelota variatiorsy in
the pattern and destroy some of tho infor.=-lion which the antenna
could obtain with a narrow b..nd-tridth.
The actual loss in information due to ta. ering is sho:m in Figure 10
where the illumination given by (42) was used in (40) to calculate
maximum, infozauti.on for vrurious _Pcdontal haightn. An previounly
meet or ',, mtuim ixuo=ation occurs near a uniform illumination
where 11 ,14. = 0. -A3 she-.m, tapering in either direction which berth
increases and decreases tho sidelobe level, causes a reduction in
the mnxizwm information which can be passed by the system.
Although the numerical value of tho *infor-ation lost may be open to
some subjective interpretation, the objective state.-ent of the infor-
mation at the system output can bo used to compare one system against
another to predict levels of prrforcmnce.
	 This idea is illustrated
k ; in Pi S re 11.	 Where systems tra=ferring the sam-9 amount of informs-
E tion but with different illvminntion taper: pre tome rod.
	
Thin fi-Muro
drainatic fully der-'onut:vutos than coat of s deloba reduction by illu.--Ana-
tion tapering.	 A resolution factor of. R
	 = ,004 was chosen which
requires a pedestal height of E = 4, (l,^i:" a^ x .25, -14 db sidelobe level)
to produce a razinum irformotion of 55•7 r. pits at a bandiridth of 5.5;'S.
-^ Now us Ft is increased and the illumination becomes more toyered, the .
F
r
t
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resolution faction of the s;; ;:tat must fie -iecroased to keep the max-i
mum information at 55 .7 nepits. The ratio
P31max
is sho;m on curvo (b) as a function of inverse pedestal haiSht and
in a measure of the rczol.uti on offic crcy of the system. Thus, at
a pedestal re Sht of 3 = .l, (1/3 = 10, —41 db sidolobe level) the
renolvtion efficiency is .65 wbiah mans the in';earati.on time rmst
be .mere Lod by a factor of 1/.0-5 = 1.54 oi, the recoivar noirco ficure
docroased by .94 db to mintain or. output of 55.7 nepits. For the
sate of coupari on, move (r.) Sivas the monochromatic a;orturo effi-
ciency and serves to illustrate tho reduction in monocbsomat ;c gain
due toiapor.
Filially, curve (c) i.11u ntretes the reduction in bandwidth tshich can
be m do of •Lbo ort;i.mon U-i;mw i:^ urnd rtwi tl:o omt;► txi:	 at 55.7
nepit:t. Au indicated, tbo ;;y:;tcm with the pedcctal height of .1
rec uti,es about 3 ti.mec the b r, ndl idth as the system with a peaest ,'
hei 2t of to .roauce the wemc ; 	 ^. the .^	 1°^	 ^	 j`	 .a.27.fo^,u^^ ulL':1 t^ Y Yt.v system output .
Tho curryo:: or F. fur;: 11
	 to ul;o;r thwt uc v ora tr,.rri- ; o:; the
array equivalently produces a : igr 'z icant increaae in receiver
noise figure or motuit of mi.crouave b=d-width needed to produce
a givon =ount of output infor=tion.
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APPENDIX L
THE VAN CITTERT-
-ZERNIKE THEOREM
1
From 0UNCIPLLS OF OPTICS, Born and Wolf`
i
PERGAMDN PRESS (1964)
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i►ud•!'s'iirW ►e•www► (i►►1tla ulu►►ywtxs^iva+da ►y-.Lx.,	 uaaWi µ
vvhibut-note n the.timeAWersnot+,%
16-follow	 hi")on enteryt4mmwyti	
y,
so that	 J/assJ <4)-ss	 nee.6&t.h"br4tionerfet
Ps and P% ; •- ftiNl-w4• 0w0 COWN. {J} 1 1 60 & 't ►ww'/ltr^► '/h7'ropteseistr.tlwio-altoa0ivd
phiwe	 lils+ 	(•r}.bi-whic 6"6 60 r +►'40wiwl^ew",-io-^uuaUy-oslled^tl
romn1@z dtarunL.enLl"rAn [mi	 -
10,4.2 Calculation of mutual intensity and degree of coherence for light from
an extended incoherent quasi -monochromatic source
(a) The,,  Yaps Mitert-Zrmike theorem
Wo shall now actcrtnine tho mutual intensity Jsa and the complex degree of cohoronoe
#12 for points. Ps and P. on a screen jV illuminated by an extended quasi-mono-
chromatic primary xoureo a. For simplicity a will be taken to be a portion of a
plams pnrnllcl W ► .n/, and wo will iwNUnlu tlu►t tht) mwiiun ► Iwtwcon the source and thu
ycmen is homogenous. We also assume that the linear dimensions of d are small
C
t
Fig. 10.3. 1110"trating the VAN Crrrum-Zicimmm; thoorom.
c0l"p ►reel Lo the diMtanew 00' Ixitween the source and thu screon (Fig. 10.3), and
thab the angles botween 00' and the line joining a typical source point 3 to P i and Pi
are; small.
i Imagine the source to be divided into elements dos, dc„ ... oentred on point's
81,S2, . , ., of linear dimensions small compared to the mean wavelength 1. If
V I(t) and Y.„(t) are the complex disturbances at P l and P2 due to the element-
dorm, the total disturbances at these points are
r.
	
Y ► (i) — 7EV.10),	 V20) — 2V.,0) . 	(14)
s '	 Honco	 .^
r
J(pslps) <1710)YI (t)> - S<V^. ► (t) Y s(W + L'1<Y,.t(t)Y,*u(t)>. 	 (16)
Mon
i
_	
3
	
•	
i
..4	 a
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Now tlu) light vibra tiuuit itrit4iog fruul di furool, alumi,uto of thu uuuree way be WWUnted
to be statistically independent (mutually incoherent), and of zero mean value, so
E	 . that*
', ^wt(^)vai(l)^ _ ^Vae{(l)^ {y^!(i)^ " 0	 when	 m O- n.	 (ll))
If R,,,t and R,,,r ace the d istances of P / and Pg from the source element do.„ thanr
^	 t .^	
e-lnii(l-R.eh') 	jj 	 ^-!wW'4C--Jt.,Irl
yrwt(t) = A. ^j — B-11 ,^, 11
	
,^. ,
	 V
.10)' = A,. (I -- ^'"t1 ^l 	...	 ,1	 m 1	 )	 rn=
(17)
. where 1A.1 chametorixes the strength and arg A. the phase of the radiation from the
mth element ,t and v is the velocity of light in the medium 'hetwoen the source and
` the samon. Hondo
r <yNe1(l)v^f(^)) 	 ^A,; (e — =')A* (r — ft- 2,^V	 v	 B.14i
acs ` !l„,(l)!1 h. 
	
._	
,n2
	
V^n`)> ~'	 (1)It•	 11.........\ enl Z
If the path, di0oronco Il j — It,NI is toaall comparcxl to the cohurunuo 'iwlgth of thu
' light we may negloot the rotardution (it., — R.,)Iv in the argument of A,*, and we
obtain from (15), (la), and (18)
J(P1^ CZi 	 i<A.^(^1A(^)?` 	 (i9)
j It	 lcIN	 Ml	 M!	 ..
The quantity <A„,(t)A*(()> charautorirua the intensity of the radiation from the
source element do.. In any practical case the total number of the source elements
` may be assumed to be no largo, that we may regard the source to lw oQoctivoly
11011 HU011e, 	 lie114161Ug by 1(S) tlw hiWIM ity Per unit MVS of 010 sourvi, i.e.
1(e^,,,)d0,,,	 <A,,(f)A^*,(f% (19) becomes$
J(P„P=) =
J 
I(3)
	 B1112d+S,	 (20)J
r whue A. and R denoto the distances between a typ ical source point S and the points
P1
 and Pg. and	 2wP/v = 2vlX is the wave number in the medium. The complex
degree of coherence p(P1,P,) is, according to (20) and (9b), Riven by'
1	 ^rtts, —11.1
N(P,,PS) =	 f 1(S)	 dS,	 (21)Pi) f!(P=}	 111112
whore
A PI) =J(P1,/'1)	 . f	 ^Lti',	 I(/'^,) :.+./(/'rr f	 (2 1a)1ti 	:^^'^I	 ll=,(181
1 ,	 A
are the intensities at Pt
 and P,.
e inemhorrmem aiwayee hnpliewe n Anion ( thuaKh not n,"rnwmrily wido) m1po t 4nd raueKo, ouid oelisnUou(14) is. in fwo4, nut valid for tho ideodixi«I cans of Ntrictly murex+hnnneetio light. For nionochnnuatic
y	 light ow Lae V.r(s) ^ U ge —!wi't , V.,(!) • U.,e —zvk, whoro U.,, and U., am indopondont of
Vie, so that. C Va►($) Vi(8)> - U.,U ; and this quantity a in postal difi root from zero.
f Is meal A. aim depends on dierotioa, but for simplicity we ueglsct this dependence.
From now on we shall hiquentiy use the notation dS. dP,,... t ier surface elements o ntred
on the points S, Pg.. .
iF
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We noto that tho integral (21) is the same a that which occur$ in quite a different
connection; namely in the calculation, on the basis of the HuyazN*-phs WxL prin-
ciplo, of the complex dinturbanco in tho diffruotion pattern arising from diffraction of a
HpiH10111) wave fill and almirl 'uru ins an olaulunn Heruuu. Mom procl wly, (:'1) impiloa that
Ills complex degree of coherence, which describer the correlation of vibration* at a
point P1 and a variable point P, in a plane illuminated by an oxkm lW quasi•tnono.
chromatin prinwtry sours, is deal to the normalized complex amplitude at the corres.
loon ding Imint Ni in 1s certain diffraction pattern, centred an Pa. This ;pattern would
be obtained on replacing the source by a diffracting aperture of the same size and shape a
the source, and on fi lling  it with a spherical wave converging to P1i the amplitude distri•
btltign nilrr thn toxom•frtnit in Mr ayhx rimes lW"y 7Irf►y tional to the intensity distribution
acm*1 tho duarce, Thies moult wits Iitut utitublished by vale CiTT1C * and later in a
simpler way by Zrux xn .t We shall refer to it a the van Mert-Zernike theorem.
In most applications the inteimity I(S) may be assumed to be independent of the
position of S on tho Hurraco (uniform intensity), The corresponding diflratition
prOblusit iH 1 ,lnunt Wat of* of it nphorionl wavu of uniform amplitude by an
uporturo of tho same rizo and shape ca the source.
Let ($,71) bathe coordinates of a typical source point S, referred to "es at 0, and
let (XI, Yt ) and (.11, Yj) be the coordinates of P, and Ps referred to parallel axes at
'	 0' (Mg. 141.3). '1414111, it' 14 dollolaut Lilts 4IiHt.alloo UPI',
lt1Y ,,^ (,11.1
	
)3 + (Yi
	 + Rat
so that	
Ito
	 (X1	 '+ (Y, n)' =	 (iwo)
Hero only the loading terms in X111!, Y11B, $JR, and i7/R have been retained. Ak	 strictly similar expression is obtained for R 1, so that
it, — its
 ?.' (,^,a 
.I. Yea) , , (xs' + Yaa)	 (X1	 XJ$ + (Y, -- Ys)y, (23)2R	 —	 R
In the denominator of the integrands in (20) and (21), Ri and As may to a Qood
approximation be replaced by R. We also not
kl(Xi' + y?) (X>,' + Ys')]w R ------ 211
eMJ 
J I(^^)a" u4rt+^) dM)
hls ®	 (26)
J f1(b7)djdJ7
t	 f.
Henco if the linear dimensions of ilia source and the distance between P1 and Ps are einall
t	 ownpared to the distance of there points from as sowrea, as depose of Wherenoa W1ll is
equal to the absolute value af' ilia normalized Fotwia tmnsfo►m of Allis int"W4 fitueliox
4	 of d w source.
'. P. It. vAx c rmw, rt►picm, 1 (1o34). 201.
t V. ZMaNms, PMyaia, a (1938), M.
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The quantity sp dofined by (25) has a simple intorprotation. According to (23) It
represents the phase difference 2r(QP ► — 4P$)/x, and may evidently be neglected
when
4P1 — De's	 (27)
For a uniform circular source of radius p with its' contro at 0, (2e$) give$ on hitogm.
tion (of. § 8.5.2)
µis= Mlety 	 (^)
where
v a '^P
	
i ,^ 21r 
R %/(Xi Xs)= + ( Yl,	 Ys)s,
y► 21r .I 
Y►s) — (X='. +_ye)
(20)
[LXI_l^
J1
 being the Bsassr, function of the first kind and first order.* According to § 8.5;2,
12J,(v)/vl doereamos steadily from the value unity when v s 0 to the value zero when
v w 3.83; thus ea tho f►oints 111 and Ps are separated more and more, the degree of
coherence eteedily . decreames and there is complete incoherence when P, and Ps are
separated by the distance
pips = ,/(X ► - X')' .
-^-.(Yt —' Y=).,, a p
	
(30)
A further' increase in v reintroduces a small amount of col ►erenco, but the dogroo of
►mlmronoo mmainn nrnallor them 0 • 14, nn ► l bhoro itl furl,hor cul ►Ililoto ine-ohorlmca ► fair
v r,=-7.02. Sinoo J►(v) ohangon sign m v Inw ion bi ►rough owah zon) of J t(v), the phano
pas — erg µ is oha%ea there by ir; in consequence the position of the bright and dark
fringes are interchanged after each disappearance of the fringes,
The function jZfA(v)/vj docroamos sboadily from the valuo 1 fur v = 0 to 0 .88 when
v so 1, i.e. when
_ 0.16RX
pips ._ p
	
(31)
ltogarding a doparture of 12 por cont fmin bike Moid valuo unity pus Clio maximum
permissible departure, it follows that the diameter of the circular area that is illuminakd
almost coherently by a gmui•monochromalic, uniform source of angular radius
a< = ?
.
/R ist 0.18,E/a. This result is hmoful in ontimating the nizo of a source nooTodgxpokimonts on Intorfarnnoo and c111Traotion.
Am an example consider the size of the "area of coherence" around an arbitrary
point on a screen illuminated directly by the sun. The angular diameter 2e$ which
the sun's disc anflitends on the surface of the earth is about 0 1 32' ~ 0.018 radian.
Hence, if the variation of brightnom ►► across the sun's died is neglected, the diameter d
of the area of cohoronoo is approximately 0-101/0-009,-., 181 Taking the moan
wavelength I as 5•6 X 1" cm this gives d — 0.01 mm.
• No confusion should arime freau the fact that tho nyrnbol J in also nntKI for Cho mutual ititonxity,
M the latter always appears with two suffixes or with several aMunonte.
t As early m 11166, E. Waosr estimated that the diameter of the "circle of cobennce" is
somewhat .mater then O.6It,1/p. (Ass. BdeNi/. dr l'&ole No mar Svpt *M", 2 (11166), 2111;
also his Lap m d'Oplipie Phys4us (Paris, L'Imprimerie Lnp6riae).1(1560). 106.)
E-5
i
3
00
I

o Earth center E Angle between tilt diagonals anda
P a Radiometer location velocity vector
QQ' Location of pixel are or edges of
n oiocat r
N - Ratio of tile width and maximum
possible width 
G • Intersection of liner ON and QQ 1 Tile ordinal number
p Orbital path length traversed per to
a Time constant of phenomenon observed
image buildup by radiometer
Nadir angle of beam or of LOS to
V a Kudlomutry velocity (input only for'
flat-earth cases)
edge of imager FOV
a 0 Maximum nadir angle 9 a Azimuth angle traversed by scanningbeam
6 a Earth-conter angle nubtonded bK	 y All " AUA+	 •	 Su1.lJ wnglu uubl:ul ►JuJ byClio width pixel at radiometer
N a Radiometer altitude above flat D . Scanner antenna width (input only
earth or orbital alt for scanners
rd a Earth radius - 6.370 km O • bcunnur uncunnu height (Input only
t
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MAPPING GEOMETRY
z
System output parameters uru ,dafinod in ',Cable F-1, "Mapping Geometry
	 ^!^ ^„.` rl
w	 Formulas.” Inputs parameters and other symbols are defined in the symbol
	 = x	 }
alist below.
	
, ►
SYMBOL LIST
1
1
1
i
E
r
I
i
'	 Ve • Orbital velocity at earth surface
	
for scanners)
a 7.9 km/see	 k - Beam width parameter 	 !
A a Area of a slap file 	 K w Radiometer performance parameter
1	 I	 1NYW	 First integer less than X
i
j
,
'47pm	 t.	 ,
F-2
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F1AT-R4RTH #
 PENCIL-BEAM SCANNER
rigu'd F-1 shows the mapping geometry in plan and elevation For this
case (Case A),
From Figure F-1 we see that
ij
R	 *	 H SEC ¢ (F-2)
i
r	 -	 H TAN (F-3)
(F-4)
AI!	 +RA	 SECO	 IIAO SEC20 (F-5)
=i
AL	 - R0	 - H SEC¢ At (T-6)
Aa	 .	 Ar AL	 .	 H2Ae e0	 SEC 30 	 H2 40 SEC 3¢
4
(F-7)
t	 Ar/V	 HAO SEC20 V 1 (F-8)
v V a
°o+
a
0	 - ci00
^ • i MSEC 0
N
r	 0
F	 ' DO
(
y	
N G
r	 ^ ►
E	 FIGURE F•1. FLAT-EARTH SCANNER MAPPING GEOMETRYr	 ^
F
F-4
r
}
.I
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M	 e /a8	 (F^9)
5a	 4
2
i	 T	 t/M	 HAO p6 SEC2$ 6
- . ^.	 HGS2 SEC	 (F-10)
F.2 PENCIL-BEAM ORBITAL SCANNER
The geometry for this cuse (Case B) is presented in Figure F-2,
Using triangle OPQ and the law of sines
k
i
'	 -1 re + H	 -1sin- ..._._ sin
	 sin (y sin ^)	 (F-ll)
i	 e
where has an assigned . value and y 1 + H/re,
From triangle Dew..	 c1	 —
+ ( go* + n) + ( go* 	 ISO*	 (F-12)
Solving for n
f
n+ -	 sin 1 (y sin)	 (F-13)
i
i
From the eight triangle GPQ
R	 (H + (1 - cos n) red SnC¢ _ re(y cos n) SEC¢	 (F-14)
1
,
The ground range to the pixel are is the smallcircle NQ. Its length is
nre
	(F-15) y
r
F-5
f
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Ar	 ltA¢ SECS	 re(1 - cos n) SECO SEC*	 (F-16)
k
4
AL	 Me a re(1 cos n) Ae SEC¢	 (F-17)
Au	 AL Ar n xe(1 -cos n)Z ail SEC 2¢ SLC^	 (F-lS)
(104) SUCO	 ru	 2
:	 t	 Qr/V	 --	 (l cos n) A¢ SECS SEC	 (F-19)
14	 0/48
	
(F-20)
T 0 t/M	 V6 (1 - cos n) All SECO SEC`0	 (F-21)
1k'.3 PLU.'QUENCY-11 LAN8, MWr-LART11 'IMAGER
Frequency plane imagers (Case C) measure the two-dimensional spatial fre- 	 ^.a
cluoney npoetrusn or, thu scene. Thu insuge is tltu two-dimensional Yourier trans-	 r
form of this spectrum. The "snap shot" version measures the spectrum of a
	 ;!
FOV, forms the image and then repeats. The ,selected FOV must continue to be
observed as the interferometer moves forward one image width. This implies
the interferometer antennas must track one TV during this movement and then
snap to the next YOV. The circular images must overlap to product a swath of
continuous width x as shown in Figure F-3.
We wish to produce as grea t a mapped area per image buildup as possible.
This mapped area is given by
2	
; ^
	 2	
f
A	 (2r sin M gr cos 4)	 4r sin 4 cos C	 2r - sin(24)	 (F-22)
s
s	
R
We wish LU muximlife A, so
a^
dA	 2 d sin(21)	 2dC ^ 2r - d
	
4r cos (2t;)	 0	 (F-23)
F-T
,4
fov,	 fov, + ,
0
E! k
-1 V
SIN
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TILE I
rSIN r
V
'
 TILE ti_t 11
f
COs X
2p
2-r cos t
1
FIGURE F•3, OVERLAP GEOMETRY
w
In order fot the derivative to be zero, must be 45°. Then sin times
► 	 cos & is one half. So the mapped tile is a square. Its area is
I	 ^
2A	 2r	 (7-24) 1
Parameters given for Case A, the flat-earth scanner, in (F-1) to (F-8)
apply to Case C as well. However, when these equations are used to describe
a-Fourier imager A9 and A¢ are no longer beamwidths. They are orthogonal
angular resolutions for the final image generated by the Fourier transform
operation.
Equations (r-9) and (V"10) are replaced by expressions for Lhu number of
}
	
	
spectrum samples which must be taken over the Fourier disk in order to prevent
aliasx ;ng. From Appendix E, Equation (E-26), this number is
i	
M R 4 D22	 (F-25)
r 5
E	
t
where D is the diameter of the Fourier disk in wavelengths.
r.
S 1
1
.	 ^F-8
a	 .
a
r
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The ,time per image buildup is
2H TANO
t	 *
l
(F-26)V
So
8H TANST (F-27)
M	 nD2 N2 V
t
also (F-24) becomes
i
A	 =	 2H2 TAN2^ (F-28)
F .4	 FOURIER-TRANSFORM ORBITAL IMAGER (SNAP-SHOT MODE)
From right triangle OPT in Figure V-4
s
S
I r
^^	 Sin'	 sin 1
3
(r-29)r	 + 11 \Y/e
Let us fine" the largest angle at earth center which is less than '
MAXand which divides 360° Integrally.
	 Half this angle is
in
EVEN
INT r 	 + 1
MAX
Then the angle at 0 subtended by a tile-square width is
I 20EVEN 	'
BT (F-31)
Also, is order to find the field-of-view we need to know n, half` the
angle at earth-center subtended by the circular image.
1-9
^	 ^	 !
i
_
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FIGURE F-4. FOURIER -TRANSFORM ORBITAL IMAGER
It is
r2
EVEN
The radius of the imaged cap shown in cross section between Q and Q 1 is
The orbital distance made good during image buildup, is
"r-.»/	 i
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The^time available to make an image is then1.
R. W	 2tr	 re + H 3/2
	
2n 3/2	 re
V	 N INT 1
O ) + 1l Ve 	 N INT `AMAX / + 1l V J	 J
where the value of V comes from Section F.S.
since OG . re cos n and GQ - r e sin n triangle GPQ gives
TAN-1	
r
._ I sin n TAN
1
_ 	 sa
H + r	 n)J^(1 - cos	 y -cos nl
and the slant range is
(F-36)
R= [H + (1 - cos n) re] SEC¢
 - re(y - cos n)
	
(F-37)
The remainder of the output parameters are easily derived. They are
given in Table F-1.
F.5 ORBITAL VELOCITY
For circular orbits, the orbital velocity ratio of two orbits is inversely
proportional to the square of the earth radii, ratio. Thus:'
VI
	
r2
r	 (F-38)
3	 1
As a special case let one orbit be at the earth surface. Then
V = V
	
re	
V /
	 (F=39)
_e re + H	
e
where Ve 7.9 km/sec and re 6,370 km.
F'-11
_	 ..	 .:'.	 .:: 	 ...aw.,,..	 .^	 .. .	 a.,.	 ...uv.,,a.,-rw.,".• x.b #.nxl a+.r.s. seAre J.:v iuWC+.,...	 aaei.,	 •..	 .. ..
I'
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tl F.6	 SPINRAD
ORBITAL GEOMETRY1
We see that An is given by (wo - we)t, where W  is the satellite orbital
rate and w e is the earth angular rate, so
x>.
nn	 . 27r = - w t . 2n
V t
=- (f-40)
CIR	 e
r:
now
re +HCIR Ce y Ce 	orbit circumference (F-41) 14 jr
e
C
'Pe Ye 2n 
re ceurth-second pendulum period (F-42)
e
V
An ?,^r
,t
`	 -
Y
w
	
2,r
	
- w	 t
e	 y3 2	 e
(F-43) a
e
T
e ^
Le c
+ I
n
n n
A
`.
So from (F-36)
e
s
tan-1 n,
+ (F-44)y - cos n
^? 99
i^+5
-
S.
F-12
t a
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F.7 HP-97 M&PING GEOMETRY PROGRAM
Table F-2, which follows, computes the pertinent geometrical parameters
for orbital mapping using aperture synthesis or SPINRAD. The effective inte-
gration time, teff, for the SPINRAD case is also found. The first program,
•itTN/R/S, uses the orbital altitude H to find orbital velocity and period. It
also finds the nadir angle of the LOS tan$ent to the earth's surface at the
horizon, ¢MAX , and the corresponding zenith angle of the radius from earth
center to the ],OS tangent point, nom.
The next two programs, LBLA and LBLB, are a pair. Given the nadir angle
of the edge of the FOV, c, they find the earth-center zenith angle or vice
vurtiu.. Thuy a180 f lud 010 ucrbl.c Of Inc idence of the line-of-sight at the edge
of the FOV, *. If $ is known, LBLA enters it into the calculator. , Then when
LBLB is pressed, n and * are found and printed out. Conversely, if h is known,
LBLB enters n after it is keyed in and "B" is pressed. Then pressing LBLA
cuuKes ^ and 0 to be calcu'laCcsd and printed.
LBLC explores the limits of integration time in the SPINRAD case. A
sequence of increasing integration times are set up and a set of performance
parameters are printed for each value of t. First ^M{ is printed, the 0' is
outputted. This is the nadir angle of original FOV edge after satellite motion
for timt t. If ^' > ¢MAX , a portion of the original terrain disk, whose spatial
frequency spectrum is being measured, has gone below the horizon.
The program assumes that the FOV of the linear array normal to its length
is increased to ensure that radiation from the total terrain disk continues to
he received after time t. This decreases sensor efficicncy, since the wider
ream receives less power from the disk and ,replaces it with power from the
surrounding area added to accommodate disk motion. This loss is expressed
as a decrease in integration time. This decreased time, toff, is computed.
The satellite motion causes new terrain to replace old terrain at the
edges of the original disk. These edge effects destroy a certain fraction of
the image, An/n. This is printed out just before the effective integration
times teff
Vinally, the Incidence angle of the LOS to the back and front, edge of the
disk will change during measurement. The rearward incidence angle will
decrease and the forward angle increase. These angle changes, Q* + and A*-,	 c
are given. This permits the limitation of t, if these angle changes become
excessive.
LBLD is concerned with the "snapshot" mode assumed for pure aperture
synthesis. The number of square map sectors per orbit is entered. The pro -
gram then gives the earth-center angle subtended by a map sector (tile). Next
it gives the time available to measure the frequency spectrum of the disk
within which the square is inscribed. Finally it gives the fields-of-view of
the interferometer antennas.
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11H1W01"CE OP APHIC'URE- SYNTHESU IMAGERS
G , i IMAGE SPECTRUM
In Section 6, Part I, of Volume 1, "Antennas as Spatial-Frequency Filters,"
it was shown that the MTF of an interferometer with baseline d is
i
x(F, d)	 AD-1 1 - F - d , d - Ad r I d + AdA
W 0 , 0<F<d
-©d OR d#Ad <F<•o
When d * Ad (G-1) simplifies to
F (F, d) - 6 (F - d)
(G-l)
a-,;
(G-2)
In Appendix Co "Microwave Radiometer Image Statistics" it was found that
the spectrum of the scene expressed'as a video power density spectrum is
2
S(F)	 1 AT	 p-5/2 • 6p
-5/2
,
 
S(F) - G(F) G*(F)
	
(G-3)
4n 0
Due to linear response to intensity, the RF power spectrum or video
voltage spectrum of the radiometer is given by
is	 VI(F• d) .	 $'(F• d) G(F)	 6(F - d) G(F)	 G(d)	 (G-4)_
r
i
C-2
F	 i.
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As the baseline length increases from zero to D, the voltaga emerging
from the radiometer VI (d) is a perfect replica of the spatial frequency spec-
trum of scene, S(F). Both S (F) and VI (d) are complex variables.	 The Fourier
transform of V(d) is a replica of the projection of the radiant temperature
r ` distribution of the scene on the baseline,
} The video power density spectrum of the radiometer is than
L(F)	 V (F)I V*(F)	 H2 (F 0 d) S(F)	 d2 (F _ D) 
S(F)	 ep'7'
I
(G-S)
•	 s
G.2 BIAS ERROR
F
In order to find the total system error, we need to find the bias error,
as well as error due to noise. Bias is an error which does not go to zero as
i
	
	 measurement time becomes infinite. Since the interferometer reproduces G(F)
perfectly out to V n* and his yore response For r > D, the b,in q rower is
Llie tut:ugrul Uf t11u power density spectrum from D to infinity.
Than is
f
27r
	 2
	
l>?
	
1/2	 -1/2Op - '^/ (N dp (10)	 2^^1 P-	 W	 A_1_ D	 3
`	 OFD	 G	 2/ D
f	 (G-6)
For the .sake of compactness ,in latter calculations let
2
A - . fl	' 	 (G-7)
VTOV
So that
s
i€	 b2	 f D-1/2
1	 (G-8)
*Except for bias due to spectrum curvature, which is ignored for the time
;$	 being,
I	 ,'
G-3
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The above calculation assumes there is no decorrolation of the signal
due to differential time-of-flight (DTOF) of the signal to the baseline ends.
In I'lieL, ouch dueurrelatlou uucuru. As the baseline length increases G(p),
the spectrum including the effects of decorrelation, becomes smaller and
smaller: compared to the thre spectrum G(P).
However, if the system bandwidth is kept small compared to the reciprocal
of the DT0Fj this bias error will be small and can be neglected. Furthermore,
decorrelation also harms the performance of large filled-aperture pencil-beam
,4ennovrK. Cnl.oulaaLLons ror Lho urrects of lateral decorrelation on a- conven
tional antenna are given by Zeran and Parrent.( l) The magnitudes of the
effects do not appear to be much different from the aperture-synthesis case.
Therefore, comparison between the two system types is not harmed by
neglecting bias due to decorrelation.
T,t t4hould be pubs ud out Lllut thu spectrum power reduction vs. spatial
frequency due to decorrelation is another MTF. It is multiplied into other
transfer functions, such as the MTF due to image mouton, to obtain the system
MTF. Compensation for some of the performance degradation cnn be removed dur
H ►y Image rcHLtarucJ;uu. Currol.utiuu Meta Is treated in more detail in
Appendix 1.
Tn this nnnl y n1 , n eonrservntive vnliie fnr the nyrtl;rm 1>ao ►ulw1dt1j will bo
4-110W-11. T11111 (,iuulwJdtl ►
 will Iru mudu uaae-tuurtit the reciprocal 1?'1'(?V computed
for the maximum baseline length D and for rays arriving from the edge of the
FOV. The geometry for finding the bT0F is shown in F;lAure C-1 below.
F'
FIGURE G-1, GEOMETRY FOR CALCULATION OF DTOF
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We see that
So
now
 
D F0V D F V PA
2	 2f	 f (G-10)
(G-11)
k DTOF	 2D M7	 40D
AD w D Rin 
	
D( 2 )
	
for
	
M 4 i	 (G-9)
NOTE:
C (wavelengths/sec) 	 f(HZ)	 operating frequency
a
Then
G.3 NUMBER OF SNA IAL-LeRE-QUENCY SAMPLES
This sample number is needed to find the noise variance. For the smooth-
UP, time T Is the totnl ohoomit'lon Lima uv 01tible per. '(uuige bull.dup divided
by tha number of samplers required. Por the time being it is assumed that
t
	
	 sample density is great enough to meet the Nyquist criterion. Then aliasing
is prevented.
K0 (2) gives the value of this Nyquist sample interval, AF. This value is
AF rl	(G-12)
t
P
i
(2) H. K0, "Coherence Theory of Radio-Astronomical Measurements. IE3T_ s.,
Vol. AP-15, No. 1, Sec. IV B, pp. 15-16, January 1967.
x
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The area of a sample cell in 'the uv-plane is, therefore, pF2	 2.
4 The area of the Fourier disk is 7r,2/4. There the number of spectrum samplers
for uti f form s;impl c di s tr ibut loo is t:
MV s 1r= ` 7f1)
94oF 
rY
(G-13)
This would be the end of the sample number calculation, if we could
always uniformly sample. However, if the interferometer antennas are moved
rapidly back and forth along the baseline while the baseline slowly rotates,
oversampling near the disk center results. This is the situation for radio-
telescopes which use earth rotation to rotate the baseline. The situation is
shown in Figure G-2 on the following page.
The correct number of samples on the half-circle rim in order to meet
the..Nyquist criterion is (nD/dF). Each rim sample corresponds to a baseline
position with (D/OF) samples along its length. So the rotating-baseline
sampli, number, is
7rD
21
NOT 11:1f .
 wl hle	
A V 
2	 TrD2	 ` 2	 (G-14)
The slowly rotating baseline strategy increases the sample number by four
to one over the minimum necesmary. The best sampling strategy is to rapidly
rotate the baseline while its length slowly changes. The antennas move with
constant velocity outward alone s3pirnJ. paths producing; uniform Ramp3ing-
^OF	
FOURIER DISK
IN UV -PLANE
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MOTION //
X
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We are now in a position to write T as
t	 4tT ^ ^ ^.
M  tt^OV2
where t is the observation time per image and M U is number of samples for
unlrorm sumplIng density.
C.4 NOTSE, ERROR
Next we must trace the generation of the video noise power density spec-
trum. This noise originates in the RF section. Let it have a power spectral
density of N. This power density is converted to a video power density of NZ;
The total video noise power, arter bandwidth reduction, is 6T2 . [Remember
that we suppress (kB) in all expressionst So the true total noise power is
(k6TB)2.]
Since there are two antennas and the system is fully coherent K - 11r.
Either the in-phase or quadrature channel (real or imaginary portion of the
spectrum sample) will exhibit a noise variance of
T2
AT 	
`SYS	 (C-16)
The transform process adds the I and Q noise powers to ohtnin the noise
puwer Ln a pixel. Thu rusulL is
F	 :.,
tle,
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G.5, 'DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM DISK DIAMETER AND MINIMUM TOTAL ERROR
Totul, system error is the sum or thermal and bias noise.
This sum is
e2 (D ) aTn2 + b2 . fl D-1/2 + f 2 D3 	(G-19)
This error must be differentiated, equated to zero and solved for,D in
order to find the optimum disk diameter.
22d 
du 
D)	 - 1 r1n-3/2 + 3f2 D2	 0	 (G-20)
The resul t
 
  hs
f 
2/7
u	 (6r
)2
 
w:►vo ,LutgL`hs
2
Substituting (G--18) into the expressions for STp and b2 we get
(G-21)
1/7
l/7	 21/7 6/
	
b2	 f 
G12	
6	 f 7 f	 ^eK)
	
'a
1(f	
1	
2
1
(G-22)
6/7
	aT	
E
2	 f1 }
	
6 6/7 f6/7 f l/7	
sb2/6 (oK2^
	
p	 2(6x2/
	 1	 2	 F
t
y
5
Then the total mean-square error is
F
e2(61/7 + 6-607) f6/7 fl/7 ('K2)	 7 b2 , e	 7 b	 G-23)—	 --1	 2_	 6	 ^► 6
G-8.
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APPENDIX H
1 1 K.R ORMANCE. OF SHUES-1 0EM-ARRAY 1 0 EN1 f,1,-1SEAM SCANNERS
U. i NULSE ERROR
Let the diameter of the circular aperture be D wavelengths. Then
De . D-1 (rad)	 half-power angular resolution
and
Lit	 AUl	 1)- (ster)	 pencil beam solid angle
Le t
Y.	 ?
(H-1)
st	 4 T
OUV (:;Lei-) - aulid uul;Lu suULuudud by rtgdtL
	
CH-2)
circular cone scanned by pencil beam
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And
t	 4t
T _ M nD2 Mv2
radiometer integration time (H-4)
Where t is the image formation time (frame time).
Now
K2 '1'2
6Tp
afT__ (
*KZ )	 image noise variance (H-5)
In the case of aperture synthesis it was noted that both of the inter-
ferometer antennas absorbed thermal power within the solid angle s without
interfering with each other. however, both correlator channels must obtain
power. 1'roM the ;isUno. 1).txu.L in LIAC {)Unell beam scanner case. Therefore, the
power per channel in the present case is half the power per channel for aper-
ture synthesis. The radiometer measures only temperature. That means we are
uslnr only the T.-ehnnnel otiL ptit nt iero t1mc delay. 17or this cane K	 1.
In Appendix F the question of-system bandwidth was discussed. There it
was pointed out that the bandwidth restrictions due to coherence loss are
about tliu sruua for both filled-aperture arrays and synthetic-aperture cases,
although some of the details differ. In the filled-aperture case, decorrela-
tion uniformly reduces the entire SFD. In the synthetic-aperture case the
reduction differed for different spatial frequencies. It increased with
frequency,
As an illustration of these effects for a filled aperture, the loss in
gain vs, coherence length for lateral coherence is shown in Figure H-1. The
curve comes from Mran and Parrent's "Theory or Partial Coharencu" referred
to n Appendix C.
We are interested in longitudinal coherence, not lateral coherence.
However, it is easy to see how to compute the effect we are concerned with.
If the antenna is a series-fed array, the signal reachiAg the output port is
delayed- with respect to the signal entering the array nearest to the port.
Delay increases with respect to the reference signal as entry into the array
'	 progresses further and further away from the exit port,
^!	
1
a
{1
	
N
}	 H-3
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RATIO OF APERTURE LENGTH TO COHERENCE LENOT"
FIGURE H-1. CORRELATION LOSS VS NORMALIZED
APERTURE SIZE
^i
Let R(t) be the longitudinal coherence function of the signal, which is }
the transform of the RF spectrum.	 It may be regarded as part of a signal,
A2( t)1 constant power for all time delays. 	 This signa 	 consists of a
coherent portion C(t) and a noncoherent portion I(t). 	 The coherent portion ;.
Ls of the form R(t). Since power level isnot a function of t, we have
R(t)- + I 2 (t)	 A2 (0 as shown in Figure H-2.
I
.^^ A2 (t)^
s
I ItI ^ ^
{ R (TI	 LONGITUDE COHERENCE
r
E
FUNCTION
o-c
ti
rt
i C (,1)
r
{.1
T
FIGURE H-2. COHERENT AND UNCORRELATED PORTIONS OF SIGNAL
iE
'
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The Incoherent signal I(t) will not add amplitude-wise to form an out-
put from the aperture. Its components for differing is add power-wise to
form u nuncohurent result which is scattered out of the aperture and lost.
The total power in the signal , R t , which adds coherently and is
received', is
Pc 	 Go R(t) dt	 (H-6)
0
If there had been no decorrelation ,the power received would be
W
PReference	
R(0) dt
0
So the loss in gain vs t is
L - R(t)/R(0) _ 0(t)
(H-7)
(H-8a)
The total fractional loss is therefore
^t
Ltotal	 ^(f) dt	 (H-Bb)fuf Y
-However, '(H-8) is of the general form of the gain loss expressions
encountered in the aperture synthesis cases.
So we again will use Equation 11, Appendix VI for system bandwidth.
E. Of C	 (H-9)
i	 2D FOV
n-5
r	 i
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s
3 	 Substituting T in (H-4) and Af in (H-9) into (H-5) with K 1, we get
itT2 ^-3
Ey
	
6T2	
SYS	
D3	 f,,D3	 (H-10)
P	 2ct
Note that (H-10) is the same as (G-18), Appendix G in the synthetic apes-
ture case,
11.2 BIAS ERROR
i
	
	
In order to determine resolution bias note that D is the cutoff spatial
frequency of a filled aperture. (1) Then the bias power is
f a* f 2n
u2	 On-5/2 (
p do dV) (°K2)	 (H-11)
D	 0
1
This is, identical to the integral giving the bias power in the synthetic
f.	
-aperture case in (6), Appendix VI.
So nnn i ll
2
h	 .f I n-1^2	 whory	 f .l	
/1T 
f	 1e0v
In addition to (H-12) there is bias error because the MTV of a filled 1per
lure • h; noL N I CLa116UI. r. i1uwuvur, some ui this bias can be removed by
processing, so it Will be neglected.
11.3 OPTIMUM APZ- TUA2 SIZE AND MINIMUM '1OTAL ELUIO1t
1	 a
Since the error parameters, fl and f 2 , are identical with their values
for the aperture s thesis case, the 
op 
timum D and minimum error expressions
are the same,also. They.are-repeated here for convenience sake.
i
»	 .r
J. Kraus,•Radio Astronomy, Sec.-6-9, Eq. 6-65, pg. 170, McGraw-hill, 1966.
N-6-	
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2/7
D a	 L"
^6f -)	 wavelengtt►s2
2
b2
	61/7 f6/7 f1/7 ('K2)1	 2
ST	 b /6 - 6-6/7 f6/7 f 1/7 ( OK 2 )p	 1	 2
E2	 (61/7 + 6-6/7 ) f6/7 fl/7 (OK 21	 2
(H-13)
(A-14)
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APPENDIX I
( !ALCULW1!10N OV ERRORS DUE TO UNDERSAMPLING
I.1 MEAN-SQUARE, SIGNAL ERROR VS INFORMATION RATE
The mean square error introduced into a signal as a function of the rate
of source coding and information transmission through a communications channel
is best expressed in parametric form. For this mean -square-error criteria and
for a Ganlian,^ource, this parametric representation is analytically
tractable. l,
The analysis assumes optimum coding. If coding is optimum, then the dis-
tortion is an upper bound on the error for -all sources with the same spectrumo
but with other than Gaussian statistics.
1.1.1 One-Dimensional-Case
As a warm-up exercise, let us do the one-dimensional case. From Berger,
Equations (4o5.51) and (4.5 . 52), the parametric representation is
d(o)	 W f MINED, 41 (w)] dw7r
R(e)	 f MAX [0, in (W) dw	 (1-2)
where w is radian frequency.
(1) T., Berger, "R(D) for Gaussian Sources," pp. 106-130, Sec. 4.5, Rate
Distortion Theory, Vrentice-Hall, 1971.
A. Viterbi and J. Omar&, Continuous Time Sources and Generalizations,
See. 8 . 4.3, pp. 502-513, Principles of Digital Communication and Coding,'
McGraw-Hill, 1979.
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Lot the spoctrum bo ono-sided and described by the relation
0 W	 W-h
	
.	
(I-3)
If there are M lines in the image, we can write
i
"MAX . "
MIN
	
(1-4)
1
Furthermore, we can normalize the frequency range by assuming that Wmin
is unity. This results because this spectrum is self-similar and self-affined.
(See Appendix C, G.1.)
The above considerations permit us to write (I-1), (1-2) and the integral
for the variance power, 02 , in the forms., y^
d (9)	 2	 MIN (O, W-
	
h) do	 21r 	 MIN O , w h) dwfo1'
R(9}
	 -	
MAX (0, in
	 ^ dw	 4n	 MX ^0, In 
m
=
1 
dw
 
f
o
r	 ^,
M
W-h
 dw R t	 W dw	 (1-5
f
p	 l
The variance, which is used to normalize d, becomes
M;
M
Q2	 1	
w-h dw 	
w (h 1)	 1 M - (h - 1)
 
(watts)2n	 (h l) -	 27(h - 1)
1
p
(1-6)
(
"I
1-3
0
01
Now 0 becomes greater than
w -h	 < M1
or
-1/h	 M7h < a 4 1
e
So the distortion integral times 2w becomes
h-1
-1/h
e	 M
 h
2nd(e) •	 Odw +	 6)-h dw 0(0-1/h 1) +f	 f
0
A
(1-9)
Therefore,
h-1
ho	 Q 0d(8)	 (1-10)27r (h	 1)
Normalize the error to obtain
h-1
d(0)	 he h	 (h 1)2
1-4
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K( 0) is evaluated as follows
-1/h
-h
	
It (n,) i►.u= dw	 (-h knw - tn0) dw
 1	 1
}	 h(w - winw) - wkn@
h0
-1/h + 
0-1/h nO - 0-1/hRnO h + RnO	 (I-12)
P
i	 se
-
_1/h	
a
f R(8)	 SCn9	 h(4^€ 
A	
nets/UNF	 (I-13)
P
i	 where UNF means unit normalized frequency.
For 0 1
(h-3,)
r	 dd	 li it + 1. - M	 1 and R(6)	 U h + h	 U
Q2	
1 -
	
(h-1)	 41rs	 4n. s
_
	
	
These are the correct limits. Figure I-1 compares this case with other
rate-distortion functions. Quantization also limits information rate as
shown in Figure 1-2.
1.1.2 Two-Dimensional Case
}
In the two-dimensional; case the differential frequency element ,in the
Fourier plane is of the form (pd^dp), where p is radial radian frequency.
Ain
{
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FIGURE 1 .1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASES
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Starting with the Cartesian form of the 2-d integrals from Ref. 2,
Equations (8.4.45) and (8.4.46), we see that in polar forth all integrals are
or tutu grin.
21r M	 M
I	 C	 ,	 f (P ► 6) (p dp d$)	 2tr4	 f (P, 6) PdP	 (I-15)
0	 1	 1
So we have
8-l/h	 M
2rd (0)
	
0	 PdP +	 p- (h-1) dp
1	 6-1/h
0 2' 9	p-(h-2) M
8	 h-2)
1	 0-1/h
Y
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(I-17)
(I-18)
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The variance is
M
(h-9)	 1 - M`(h-2)2	 1	 -(h-') d - o	 -a	 2ir	 p	 p	 2n(h 2)	 2w (h - 2)
1'	 1
So the normalized distortion is
h-2
d0	 29h + C1 /
-26-M-(h-2) 
-h
a2	 1 M- (h-2)	 M	 M< 1
Next avalunto the rata Ous
0-1/h
a=i
4nit(U)	 pXn 'e dQ_ -
	
(-h pinp pane) dp
OF POOR QUALITY
OF P
L__
N RMAX
0 2.9
10 12.4
64 203
2" 2259
1024 02161
40" ¢34429
Sa
T
it
a
10,000
Z 1000
J
W
W
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I.2 HP-=97 RATE-DISTORTION FUNCTION PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Vol* 1:11Mc( I wIL11 Ill' calotllaLur:l, L gIvu thu program to cu.l4uluLCI d(U)/u2
and R(9), in the two-dimensional case, below. The symbols used are the same
as those in use in this appendix. When M is entered, it is printed. Then
Omin M-h is found and printed. K multiplies 0 by a fixed factor, and by
the operator, on each circuit around the loop. I have been using 2. On each
circuit e, d(9),/02 , R(9) and R(6)/Rmax are printed in that order. When e > 1
the progrAo stops. The last computation gives Rmax close enough to unity to
permit plo'.4 •tng 11 111: ►x vH uumbur or- hunge line". The result is shown in Fig-
ure 1-3. A graph of information rate vs percent distortion is shown in Fig-
ure I-4. laformation rate is given as a percent of Rte. The parameter char-
acterizing each curve is number of image lines.
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TABLE I—l.`
 HP-97 RATE-DISTORTION FUNCTION PROGRAM
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APPENDIX K
i
LIST OF VICAR IMAGE PROCESSING PROGRAMS
WITH smou PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
Y
From DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING,
4	 Kenneth R. Castleman, Prentice-Hull, Inc. 1979
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The following programs are useful for generating digital images,
GEN* is a program that produces images in which gray level increases linmary,
modulo 256, from the upper left -hand corner, at specified horizontal and vertical,
rates.
GRATE generates digital images with vertical or horizontal stripes of specified
gray level on a specified background gray level,
,5mv prc ►ciuccs sin image conlidning a sroi, The spot may he Gaussian, con
cal, reciprocal, reciprocal squared, exponential, or dome-shaped. Spot location, size,
and contrast may be specified.
LOCUS* generates imngcs containing 5-hy-3 •pixel plus signs at specified loca
l ions,
COHER generates sinusoidal coherent noise images and can also add sinusoidal
patterns to other images,
GAUSNOW generates random noise images having a Gaussian histogram of
specified mean and standard deviation.
POLYNOIS * generates random noise images having a histogram; that ``:e
Specified by the user.
SYNPIC generates an image in complex format having gray level zero. The user
supplies the real and imaginary values of a few specified pixels. This program can be
used in conjunction with the Inverse Fourier transform to produce images containing
sinusoidal components.
POINT OPERATIONS
The following programs, implement point operations (gray scale transformations) on
digital images.
STRETCH* performs general point operations. The transformation may be
specified as linear, piccewise linear, or as a cube root or exponential function. It can
also produce contour lincs at specified intervals.
ASTRTCiH2w
 first computes the gray level histogram of the input image. The
program then analyzes that histogram to determine the point operation required to
put the histogram into a specified form The user may specify either a linear point
. a
operation or a uniform or Gaussian output histogram. The linear point operation is
designed to produce a specified amount of saturation at each end of the gray scale.
MATCH* performs the point operation required to make one image "match"
another. The point operation may be based upon spmified arras common to the two
r	 '
K-2
'
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pictures. Alternatively, for a single input image, the program will make the mean gray
level of specified areas conform to specified values.
ALGEBRAIC OPERATIONS
The following programs perform pixel-by-pixel arithmetic functions.
PICAVE* can average up to 10 input images, which may be linearly displaced .
with respect to one another.
UNITAVI' divides cite input image into a set or contiguous rectungics u1141
averages those rectangles together. In t6c output image, each rectangle is replaced by
the average. This program is useful for noise removal from periodic structures,
AIFFPIC O can add or subtract two images following a linear displacement, A
specified lincur point operution Is also performed on the output Image.
F* is a general-purpose pixel arithmetic routine. The function that relates the
output image to the two input images has I I specifiable parameters. These may be 	 1
chosen to implement addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, exponentiation,
and logarithms. The program operates by first generating a 256 x 256 two-dimen-
sional look-up table, which is subsequently used to produce the output image.
VZ performs Rcncral arillunctic operal ons on one or two tzptit inulats.'l lw,
arithmetic operation is specified by a VORTRAN-like expression,
PIXC performs complex ari0metic on two complex-valued digital images,
II IXCRAD Calculates the m guilmic alto ansic or file gradient vector ol' all
input image.'fhe magnitude is taken as the maximum difference between the current
pixel and its eight adjacent neighbors. The angle is specified by an integer from 1
' through 8.
P XH performs addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division on two input
r
images. The output and the two input images may have one or two bytes per pixel.
The arithmetic is done in a fractional format.
PIXRMS produces an output image composed of local means or local standard
deviations of the input image.
RA`IZU' is a preprocessor used forcomparing two input images. These may be
compared on thebasis of ratio, log ratio, difference, or log difference. The program
! generates the parameters required for proper scaling of the output image and fetches
" program F, which performs the specified operation.
LOCAL. OPERATIONS
The following programs perform a variety of specialized local operations on input
Images. Many of them were designed to remove specific blemishes from images, 	 i
 Si
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SAW can rcpluce specified rectangular areas with an average of surrounding
gray levels. It is also commonly used to copy, images. from one data set to another.
AUTOSAR locates pixels that deviate from the avctage of the pixels above and
below by more than a specified tolerance. Such pixels are; reel od with the average
of the pixels above and below.
QSAlt• can odd or ;stthtract specified values at all pixel; within specified ratan-
suiar urcuu or the Input imuge,
PSAR* can add or subtract specified values at all pixels within specified poly-
gonal houndurica:
LRAW locates and sets to zero the pixels within connected sets having gray
level and perimeter below specified thresholds. It is used to remove small objects from
an image.
ALUM replaces specified areas in an image by linear interpolation.
ADL* cull add or subtract a specified value to all pixels lying along a straight
line between arty Iwo pixels Itt the Input itnnec. Tim diagonal line Is specified by its
end points.
ADESPIKE O replaces the gray level of a pixel if it differs from its four nearest
neighbors hy'more than a specified tolerance. The average of its adjacent neighbors
is used fur tits repiacument.
it
IMAGE MEASUREMENT
The following programs are concerned with extracting and displaying various men-
surements from an input Image. 	 }
LIST* curt be .used to list the gray levels or the histogram of an image on a lisle
printer.
HiSTO generates and plots gray level histograms on a line printer.
CLS'1 W and 1115 i'2 compute the two•dimcnsional histogram of a pair of input
images.
LPI,OT2" produces a graphic plot of the gray levels along a specified diagonal
floc in an image.
	 ?
LAVE* can average all the horizontal or vertical lines in an image. The average
values are listed can the line printer and output as a one-line image.
•PIXSTAT produces output images which represent the local mean, variance,
second niument, or standard deviation of an input image.
LI'1 EXt:ERO is designed to calculate the light transfer characteristics using
input images that are flat fields at various intensity levels. For specified rectangular
1
t
r
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areas within the set of input images, the program computes and plots the mean and
standard deviation or gray level tis a function of the input brightness level,
THMSHLD* locates and lists areas of an image containing points above a
specified grsry revel threshold, When such a point is located, a 30 by 50-plxcl area
surrounding that point is listed on the line printer and set to zero gray level in the
image. This program is useful for automatically locating small objects, such us stars,
in an image.
GRIDGOCA* and GRIDIOCS* aroused together to locate the intersections in
an image containing a rectilinear grit! network. These programs are helpful in the
geometric calibration of image digitizers
DRECK locates line segments in digitized line drawings.
ANNOTATION AND DISPLAY
The following programs are concerned with adding various types or annotation to
images or with cil lecting inialle display.
ARROW writes arrows into an image at specified locations.
MARK* superimposes rectangular marks centered at specified coordinates in
an Image.
SCRIBE* places rectangles around specified areas in an image.
;RID* overlays a rectilinear grid network into a digital image.
MAPGRID* averlays an alternating black and white grid (dashed lines) into an
image, i
OVERLAY* sup r mp es a latitude -longitude grid onto cartographic projec
tion images produced by program MAP2.
MASK* adds gray scales, pixel coordinate reference marks, label annotation,
and a gray level histogram to an image in preparation for display. Most of the digital.
images in this hank were pruduccd using prugnun MASK,
SHADY introduces shading and contour lines into an image. The shaded image
is actually a pariial derivative image taken in a specified direction. This assists visuali-
zation of slowly varying (low-frequency) images.
DNSYMBOL replaces each pixel with a square multi -pixel black and white
symbol that represents gray level. When the image is displayed, the user cu read the
gray level of+ each pixel by examining the symbol.
DISPLAY* produces images by printing on a line printer. Overprinting of
characters is used to achieve up to 64 gray levels.
PRINTPIiX also prints images on a line printer. However, it includes facilities
for demagnification, variable aspect ratio, and a gray scale transformation,
}f
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The following programs are designed for general user specified geometric operations.
GEOM* transforms a specified control grid of contiguous quadrilaterals into a
specified rectangular grid. This program is particularly eMclent when vertical dis-
placements are small.
LGEOM • performs the same transformation as GEOM but is more eMcient
when vertical displacements are large, both programs use bilinear interpolation of
displacement and gray levels In the transformation.
GIEOMA O performs geometric operations where the transformation is specified
as a ntttppiag ul'qusidrilatcrals into timiddlatcrals rather than Into rectangles. This
more general fornidt may afford a more convenient specification in some cases. For
example, it Is possible to degenerate the quadrilaterals into triangles and specify the
geometric transformation as a mapping between control grids composed of cons
Ilguowi triangles, In general, GEOMA runs approximately one-third longer than
GEOM oncomparable transformations,
'	 POLARECIr projects a rectangular image- into it sector of a circle, and vice
v C i Olt.
Notation and Magnification
The following programs art; designed to perform rotation and magn;fication on
digital imagcs.
ROTATE* performs 90° clockwise or counterclockwise rotation.
FLOP can perform plus or minus 900 rotation or reflection about the horizontal.
or vertical axis of an image,
ROTATE2* rotates an image through a specified angle about a spedt3ed point
and places tits center or rMation at it specificd point Lti the output Image. This pro
gram generates the necessary parameters (control grids) and fetches GEOM or
LGEOM to perform the rotation.
ANGLE provides the specified rollli nn and tnlnslation nct.-cssary to bring two
images into regisirutiun.
NAG* can generate the parameters necessary to magnify or reduce an Image,
alter its aspect . ratio, or skew the top of the image right or left with respect to the
bottom. This program fetches. GLOM to perform the operation.
SIZE* can also magnify or reduce an image or change its aspect ratio.
L'RESAMP' reduces the size of an Image by ►,..cppmg Imes a'r'id samples.
APAV00 reduces the size of an image by averaging rectangular arrays of pixels
to form the new gray level values,
ES.
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	 EXPAND* enlarges an image by a specified factor N by repeating each pixel in
an N by N array,
INTERP' magnifies an Image by a factor of 2 using bilinear interpolation.
CLASP changes the linear aspect ratio of an image by magnification in the
horizontal direction, The program can use either linear or cubic spline interpolation.
f 	
.
i	
Image Combination
'	 The following programs may he used to conthine in agcs to farm larger ones.
CONCA'I'' can combine up to ten input images of the same size. The images
are concatenated side by side and one above the other.
INSECT* can combine two images of unequal tine. Specified rectangular areas
from each of the two input images arc placed at specified , locations in an output,
Image of specified size. Where the two areas overlap ' the second input image prevails.
Areas of the output image where neither input image falls are yet to 255.
MOSAICO is useful for combining multiple overlapping views of an area into
one composite output image. The program assumes that the input images are all the
same size as the desired output and that the smaller images have already been placed
in proper Position on a background or rcro gray Ic yeh Where nonywo portiolis or
1.
	
	 images ovcrlup, the program takes values from Li te input images in a specified order
of priority.
HISTLOC generates an output image from a specified .1.,t • *mcnsional look-
up table. The gray levels of two input images provide the addre%4 alto the table. This
 program is useful for identifying which areas of an image correspond to different
`	 clusters in a two-dimensional histogram,
z_
t.	 I,YN7b joins the iup half of ant: image to the hpnc^m half ^^f rnuthcr.'1'ranslatiun
is provided to bring overlapping areas into registration.
Map Proj"tton
11m following programs are designed for producing map projections of aerial or
spacecraft images.
MAP2* is aneral cartographic rojection program. The program generates
	
tae P J	  8	  (f	 g
W necessary parameters to project an image from the camera coordinate system into
a standard cartographic projection map. The six cartographic projection options are
Mercator, Lambert conformal conic, oblique orthographic, polar orthographic,
oblique stereographic, and polar stereographic. The 'program uses LGEOMf to per-	 i
form the actual projection.
	 1
Y
MAPTRANS can be used to transform a projected image from one cartographic
projection to another. The program uses LGEOM to perform the necessary geometric
'	 transformation.
4
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MERCATOR generates LGEOhf parameters to transform an image into a
mercator projection,
PROJECT generates LGEOM parameters to transform an image from mer-
cator to orthographic projection or vice versa.
GECITRAN* performs geometric transformation to effect projection from a
sphere on(v it cylinder or a plane. It can also perform orthographic projections to
produce the image that would be obtained if the camera were moved to a specified
different position,
CORRELATION AND CONVOLUTION
The rollowing progrtuns perform tasks that are implemented with digital correlation
or Convolution.
CROSS* . compares specified areas within two input images to determine the
translation required to register the two images. It computes and prints the sum of
squared differences between u stationary rectangle in one image and a moving rec-
tangle in the second image and the relative displacement that results in minim um
sum-squared difference. The size of the rectangle and the area of search can be
specified by the user. It is useful in many cascs requiring cross-correlation or autocor-
relutiuii.
	
._ l
REGISTER* generates the GEOM parameters required to bring one picture
into registration with Another. Specified rectangular areas of the images are compared
by first removing low-frequency information, then determining the translation that l
results in minimum mean square difference, and finally fitting a polynomial surface
through the required displacements. A GEOM control grid that spans the image is
computed from the polynomial surface.
FILTER* performs general two-dimensional convolution. The input image is
convolved with a specified rectangular impulse response. This program assumes that
the impulse response has four-quadrant symmetry. It permits either specified or
automatic scaling of the output gray scale, 	 ` f'
AFILTER 0 is similar to FILTER except that no assumptions are made about
symmetry in the point spread function.
FILTER2* computes the point spread function. of a specified two-dimensional
transfer function. The program then fetches FILTER to perform the convolution.
Thus the user may perform convolution filtering where the filter is sptreified in the
frequency domain.
GFILTER accepts parameters that describe a two-dimensional transfer function
having elliptical cross sections and Gaussian profile. It then fetches FILTER2, which
computes the corresponding psf and, in turn, fetches FILTER to carry out the con-
volution. This program makes it convenient to implement lowpass Ater: of Gaussian
profile in the frequency domain.
K-8
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HOXFLT* convolves an input image with a Pat-topped rectangular point
spread function. The User specifies the size of the psf, Because of the constrained psf,
this program executes much faster than FILTER.
BOXFL72 is similar to BOXFLT except that it can also produce a highpass
Altered output image. This is obtained by subtracting the lowpass filtered image from
the input.
FASTFIW* can produce a highpass and a lowpass filtered version of an input
image. The lowpass psf is a two-dimensional rectangular pulse, The highpass filtered
image is obtained by subtracting a specified fraction of the lowpass filtered image
from the original. Options to reduce ringing tit discontinuities are included.
FASTFILI* is a one-dimensional (horizontal) version of FASTFIL2.
MEDIAN produces an output image in which the gray level represents the
median value of surrounding pixels within the input image. The program is limited
to one-dimensional (line-by-line) processing.
POLYFILT implements convolution with a spatially variant point spread func
tion. Up to It) different psrs may be supplied, A second input image specifics the
areas in which each of the psfs are to be applied.
SMEAR73* is designed for Wiener deconvolution of linear motion blur. The
user specifics the direction and amount of motion blur, and the program calvulaics
the psf of the Wiener deconvolution filter assuming white signal and noise. The
program estimates the signal and noise power spectra from the image and fetches
AFILTER to implement the convolution.
FOURIER TRANSFORM COMPUTATION
The following programs perform tasks that involve computation of the Fourier
transform.
FFTI* computes the forward and inverse one-dimensional complex Fourier
transform on aline-by-line basis.
FhT1PIX* can be used to display the complex transforms produced by FFT1.
FM* computes the direct or inverse two-dimensional complex Fourier trans-
form of a digital image.
` vir rioiC* produces a digital image from the complex data set produced by
FFT2. This permits display of the amplitude and phase of the Fourier transform as
an image.
POWER* computes the one-dimcnsional power spectrum of each line in a
digital image and displays the root-mean-square power spectrum of all lines on the
f	 line printer.
za	 MIT can be used to compute the modulation transfer function of a camera
system from digitized images of sine wave test targets.
i3
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The following programs implement linear filtering in the frequency domain.
FREQMOD* multiplies the complex spectrum produced by FFT2 by a user-
specified transfer function. The resulting complex spectrum can be inverse transformed
k	 by FFT2 to implement linear filtering. The user specifies the profile of an elliptically
symmetrical. real, nonnegativc transfer function.
WrF1'r can either multiply a complex spectrum by an input picture or make
`	 the amplitude of the spectrum proportional to the input picture, In either case, phase
is unaltered. This program permits Frequency domain filtering with unrestricted real
transfer functions.
t FFTFIL* performs one-dimensional frequency domain Altering on a line-by-
line basis, Each line is transformed, multiplied by a specified transfer function, and
inverse transformed. The transfer function may be a bandpass or notch filter with
user-specified frequency bands. The program can also modify the spectrum by inter-
polating across specified frequency bands. This program is useful for removag
coherent noise from images. Program POWER may be used to determine the un-
known noise frequency.
UNSHAW implements highpass filtering in the frequency domain. It multi-
plies a complex spectrum (from FFT2) by a transfer function that is unity everywhere
t
	
	
except near the vertical and horizontal frequency axes. The transfer function goes to
zero at the frequency nxcs with a negative Gaussian profile. This removes law-frc-
.^	 yucncy informaliun (alluding) from the inverse transformed image,
SPIKMASK multiplies the complex spectrum by a transfer function that is
unity everywhere except in spccificd small rectangular regions. in thesb regions, it
takes on the value zero. This program may be used to remove spikes in the frequency
domain produced by periodic noise in the image.
OUTSPIKE* removes spikes from the spectrum of an image containing per-
f im iv nuisc. 'ncc prugrcun first locate s
 spikes in the amplitude spectrum by searching
for local maxima above a specified severity, it then removes the spike by interpolation
of the surrounding values. The phase is not altered.
APODIZE* modifies an image near the edges so as to reduce the effects of
truncation when the Fourier transform is computed. The program places a quarter
cycle of a sine function at each end of each line and column of pixels so that making
the• image periodic in two dimensions does notproduce discontinuities. This prevents
i
	
	 the introduction orartiruct along the freyucnc:y axes in the two-dimensional Fourier
transform.
OTFI* can compute the horizontal component of a blurring transfer function
given an image containing a degraded vertical edge. It can also compute the hori-
zontal component of a transfer function, given the line spread function. The program
'	 differentiates each line through a des:aded vertical edge to obtain an atimate of the {
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line spread function. These estimates are averaged together and inverse transformed
to determine a component of the transfer function.
OTF2* implements two-dimensional frequency domain image restoration by
Wiener deconvolution. The user supplies the complex spectrum of both the input
image and the degrading psf. The program assumes white signal and noise spectra,
estimates their amplitude, and computes a Wiener deconvolution transfer Nnaction.
It produces an output pectrum that is the product of the input spectrum and the
restoration transfer function. The restored image may be obtained by inverse trans-
forming the output spectrum.
STEREOMWRY PROGRAMS
	
ak
l
The following programs arc concerned with stercometry and stereoscopic display.
RANGE computes a range image, given a stereo pair of input images,
	 i1
ELEVMAP generates a topographic map or  surface, given a stereoscopic pair
of input imuges.
VPROFILE* produces a, vertical profile plot of a surface in a range image.
STEREO* produces a stereo pair, given a brightness image and a range image.
The user supplies the right eye imugc and the range image-, and the program computes
the left eye image.
3
3
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report contains a detailed description and a source listing of
MEPiX, an iterative Fortran program for maximum entropy Fourier synthesis
and two-dimensional spectral analysis. The program Is distributed to-
	
.
enable interested researchers to begin exploring two-dimensional maximum
entropy processing without first undertaking a major software development
effort. NEPIX was originally designed for use as a radio astronomy 	 I
l
imaging procedures it produces a nonnegative image from a finite number
of noisy, irregularly- spaced samples of an unknown object's Fourier
transform (the complex visibility function). Such analysis is analogous
to two-dimensional power spectral estimation from autocorrelatioo
measurements. The program listing in the Appendix Is sufficiently well
documented that those who wish to use the program for these purposes
should be able to do so with only cursory reading of the text; however,
the usual caveats about uninformed use of contributed software are
operative. While there are no known errors In M9PIX, this does not
guarantee that there are none, and final responsibility for correct
fl
operation remains with the user.
With suitable modification, MSPIX can be used for one-dimensional
problems of Fourier spectroscopy, spectral analysis of noisy and/or 	 it
irregularly-spaced autocorrelation samples, and estimation of line-
integrated brightness in rad_i`o astronomy. It should also be realized
that revision of the program-to tailor it to special measurement--- 	 1.
r.
t 	 +
geometries may be profitable. if, for example, visibility measurements
are located at or interpolated onto the vertices of a rectangular lattice,
the computation strategy can be altered to reduce memory requirements bys
e
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a factor of about three and execution time by a factor exceeding four.
The basic reference for this report Is "Maximum Entropy Image
Reconstruction," by S. J. Warnecke and L. R. D'Addario. This paper is
`.	 scheduled to appear in the May 1977 issue of the 'IEEE Transactions on
1	 s	 F
Computers; in the meantime, preprints are available from the authors.
This paper describes the rationale for and mathematica l specification of 1
the imaging procedure realized in MEPIX, and it also constitutes one
chapter of the senior author's dissertation, "Maximum Entropy Techniquesk
for Image Reconstruction from Interferometer Measurements and Projections,"
available from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106. The
following section summarizes the mathematical development contained
therein.	 i
11. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
t4	 }
Notation 	 =
m i
 I mi I exp [,j- arg (m l )]: • the i th complex visibil ity measurement
(u l ,y l ): spatial frequencies of the ith measurement
M: number of measurementsa
a	 variance of the i h 'measurement error.
r	
of
f: a nonnegative,.but otherwise arbitrary, Image vector whose kth
component is denoted as fki
f^E ; the ldeal'max mum entropy image. The kth component is
[,fME]k
i
f(n)s the image after the nth Iteration. The kth component is
denoted as fk(n)tj u
.j.{E 	N: number of pixels (elements ' in the , Image vector) .	 .
(xk yk): coordinates of the center of the kth pixel
^	
L-5•	 x.
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y. Ax,Ay: pixel widths in x- and y-directions, respectively
AA: pixel area (= Axdy)
^: o positive constant selected and perhaps Interactively aujusr.aa
by the user
4
Objective Function
The maximum entropy Image_ ME maximizes
	
N	 M
J (f) = AA 1 In f  - 1 122
	
kl	 i iai
N	 2
X Imi - QA F fk exp[-j2Tr(u i xk + viykAl
	
N	 N
_ AA 1 £r € + AA ^ d €
k-)
	
k	 W k k
N N
	 M	 2
AA	
1; P- f f	 a .,	 ^m L2 R=T W R,k k k	 i=1 Q12
	
i
where
K	
M_
dk = 2a
	
	 i 2 m i^ cos [21r(uixk + v i yk ) + arg (m i )]	 (2)
W ai
and
N
P't	 2a	 2 cos 2n[u i (xZ	xk) + v i (y^ - Yk)^	 (3)f k 	 ,
If pixels are arranged on a rectangular grid, there are only about
2N; distinct values in the array {Pk,k}' and a sum of the form	 pk,kfk
. 	
k l
t.	 for 9-1,2,...,N is identified as a two-dimensional convolution sum
regardless of measurement coverage ((ui,v1), 1
	
192,..,,M). These,
~ '`	 convolution sums are evaluated efficiently by fast Fourier transform
(FFi') techniques.
L-G	
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	 4i Gradient
^WF [,7j 8J
	
aJ 
T
^^ f) •- 57-
where	 N
dJ 	fA * M d - AA2
 E PR kf k	 (14)
k	 k	 k• 1
r
The maximum entropy image satisfies VMME ) 0.
Selection of
An appropriate choice of X leads to an image.f. E satisfying
M	 N	 2
2 m i - DA F f
	
exp[-.j2n(uixk + viyk),M
W 0ik•i 	k
While It is not known how to determine X to satisfy this requirement In
general, succussrul use I ►as been made of the formula
	
N&A	 (5)
2 ( l 41*- mF/ad
where mi; Is the measured (or estimated) flux density and cY is its
standard deviation. In some cases this value is too large, and dividing
it by the number of measurements I$. helpful. It should be realized that 	 Ir
Iterative adjustment of a may be required to control image-measurementr
compatibility, larger values of X leading to increased agreement.	 {i
x
ilei
a
optimization by Univariate Image Perturbation
Let f (n) be the image after the nth iteration_. if only one pixel 	 ?`
brightness is to be changed in the next iteration, the optimizing step Is
found by setting the corresponding partial derivative equal to zero. The
L-7 3
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(6)
.
uquaLlon can bo solved analytically to yield
m.
f(n+l)	 I	 dZ - ©A	 Ptokfkn)
R	 2&ApR#R
	
W
2
+^(dt '
 A E P4, kf kn)I + 4pA pR IRkOZ	 !
where 915 the index of the pixel whose brightness is changed in the (n+))st
Iteration. for all k 0 R, fk" +1,) n fkn).	 Since only one brightness is
changed in oach iteration of a univariate,search, it takes at least N
iterations to change all brightnesses. One might set up a correspondence
t
between iteration number and adjusted pixel index such as R n mod N + 1.
Equation (6)'always yieid$ a positive brightness value since
PR,R 
> 0, and this Iterative strategy makes J a nondecreasing function of
iteration number. Although :-no_ rigorous proof is offered; the univarlate
procedure should converge to the ideal maximum entropy image bcscause
a) the objective function is unimodal; b) the gradient is continuous
(there are no corners in the multidimensional contour diagram of the
objective function);_ and c) there is no artificial damping mechanism
that might cause image changes to approach zero prematurely.
However, there is no reason to expect this algorithm to be very fast;
successive steps are perpendicular, which causes a zig-zag trajectory'.
^
just as with steepest ascent. The univariate method is also computationall yp	 p	 Y
undesirable for large N since FFT calculatioti of the convolution sum
K	 provides no advantage. The reason for this is that only one element of
the convolution sum is needed In each Iteration )
 yet each iteration
changes all convolution results.,
r
The attractive aspects of the univariate perturbation scheme are
automatic satisfaction of the nonnegativity constraint and elimination of
xQftlG1NAL PAGE 13
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^	 the need for a search in the perturbation direction (the optimal stepsize
t
Is defined analytically). The fallowing multivariate search strategy,
the one that is programmed in ,MEPI X , was developed to retain some of
the good features of the univariate approach while taking advantage of
FFT efficiency as well. The flow chart In Fig. 1 pertains to this
muttivnriato method.
III. THE ITT RATIVE ALGORITHM IN MEPIX
6
Let J  be the objective function value and VJ n
 the gradient after
the nth iteration. The structure of the multivarlate search algorithm in
MEPIX is as follows;
0) Compute and store (d^)- (Eq . 2) and { PA.k) (Eq. 3).
f_
1) Take the starting image, f (0) , to be uniformly dray at a level that
i	 agrees with the measured (or estimated) flux density. Set n 0.
r 2) Evaluate and store the convolution sum (us ing the FFT)
N
r	
can)	
1 pE kfk^)k-1
for R	 1,21...,N.
3) Compute Jn from Eq. (1).	 3
4) Calculate VJ n
 according ti.- ':'q. (4).	 J
5) Calculate all optimal univarlate moves by a rearrangement of Eq. (6);
j
fin) 2
,^, 
k	
2n) „ P
R ^^,fEn)S	 d	 ^A ()	 a-
	
	
j
R,R
(n) 2
k 	 z	 £,R X R,R	 i
it	 ,
i
Y 	
Myerµ ..
	 -	 i
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6) establish a temporary image T(n) according to
stn) ,, f (n) * p [i.
	
f'Cn )
where 0 is a positive damping factor. if D ? 1, all elements of f(n)
are guaranteed to be nonnegative. The discussion below contains
comments on this parameter and on the choice of the fraction R
introduced in stop 10,
7) Store the perturbation vector A(n) . f (n) - f(n) and accumulate the
inner product <VJ n , A(n)^e
8. Calculate the convolution sum corresponding to -f(n). This result can
overwrite the calculations of step 2; Calculate the objective function
value 
"in	
J(f(n)).
9. Approximate objective function behavior in the perturbation direction
by a quadratic fit. To second order,
(n)
	 Cn} =	 (n)	 l	 2J Cf	 + ed ) - J n + tVJn
 ^^ ) E ^ 2 be
where  Is a scalar and b is a curvature parameter whose value i s
estimated by
-b	 2'[Jn	 J n " Vi n a	 > ]
The objective function is concave so b is always negative In the
absence of numerical errors, The optimal
	
Image step CMd(n) 	(relative
to f(n)) Js,--,specified by
r
e" ^'- <pJ
n
, A (" ) /b
and the corresponding optimal objective function value is predicted
to be
e
a	 ^
t
y
_ U1
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10) Compute the fractional improvement (Jn - Jn )/(J l • in), if this
ratio is greater than the threshold R or if co
 
> 1, make the
assignments
f(n+l) 	f(n)
Jn+I
	
Jn
n * n + 1
and.go to step 4. (In words, make the temporary image,the image
retained after the (n+i)st iteration.) if the fractional improvement
is less than R and u* ' 1, to to stop 11.
11) Take the optimal move
f	 f(n+l)	 f 
	
+ e* 
of") Y
An alternative computation if step 6 overwrites f (" ) is
f6+1)	 f^ °(n) + ea -	 o(n)
t	
_	
(	
1) -
Make the _assignment n + n + l and go to step 2.
•	 Discussion
The current program runs for the number of iterations specified by
the user, that is,MEPIX does not contain an automatic stopping criterion
that uses the search history to decide when to terminate.
The damping factor D (step 6) is incorporated to increase the
^j	 numerical stability of the algorithm. Since the optimal move in the
perturbation direction A ( " )
 is determined by a simple quadratic
L-12
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approximation, it is important that the step to the temporary image f(n)
be neither too large nor too small relative to changes in the objective
function value. A fixed value of D can be used, but dynamic adjustment
of D based on previous experience is expected to give better performance.
Such an adaptive scheme is available as an option in MEPIX. D is updated
according to
D(n+))
	maxi I, (1 - q) D (n) , min[D (n)y3c, (1 + q) D(n^^
This formula has evolved from trial and error, but the basic intent is to
Increase the damping parameter when the move to the temporary image over-
shoots (e* < 1) the optimal image and to decrease D when the step to f(n)
falls short (e* > 1). The equation ensures that D(n+l) > 1, which keeps
images nonnegatiwe, and it also provides the user with the capability of
,., "hard-limiting" the size of the damping
	
( n+))parameter change. D	 will
always be within the range [0 - q) D (n) , (1 + q) D (n)] where q is specified
by the user. If, for example, q - .5, the allowed change to D is at most
50%. if q
	
0, D remains constant at the original value dictated by the
user.
The fractional improvement threshold ratio R (step 10) determines
f when the temporary image is discarded in favor the the optimal move, if
R = 0, the temporary image is retained whenever it increases the objective
function value (whenever Jn > Jn ). If R - 1, the temporary image is always
discarded. R } is recommended--in fact, this value is "hardwired" into
MEPIX but it is easily cha nged--for the following reason : iterationsY	 9	 9	 ^ 
taking the optimal step require two evaluations of the convolution sum
(the primary computational burden of maximum entropy iterations) whereas
E	 iterations keeping the temporary 'image require only one and are thus more
L-13	 xl
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economical. if the temporary image almost achieves the optimal objective
functipn value in the chosen perturbation direction, it is wasteful
spending an extra convolution to 'Mine-trim" the image when the choice of
a new perturbation direction will likely lead toan even greater
Improvement. in practice * this attempt at economy has worked fairly well,
savings due to It are on the order of 30%. The key to making this trick
work is to select a good temporary image.	 {
The quadratic approximation of step 9 appears to be excellent if the
n►ove to the temporary Image is large enough. When the step size is too
small, the optimal image is estimated by extrapolation rather than
Interpolation, and this leads to greater approximation errors. A sample
follows:
n • 23
	
in - 1.7791 x 10' 5 	ev	 0.13765
D	 5.3	 ^n . 1.2796 x 10 -5	 J" - 1.8591 x to-5
After taking the optimal move, Jn+l
	
1.8589 x 10-5 , which agrees with
the prediction within two parts in 10 5 . Even In the early iterations
when the trial steps are largest, the approximation is accurate:
n	 1	 J_ . -1.0087 x 10-
4
	Es = 0.41370
D - 1 1.7	 J n - 1.4562 x io
-4	 J"	 -5.6508 x 10-5
1
After taking the optimal step, Jn+l 
	
-5.6684 x 105.
1V. PROGRAMMING DETAILS
A block diagram of software components in MEPIX is presented in
Fig. 2. The programming is modular to facilitate modification. Sub-
routines In MEPIX are divided 1tto five functional groups, each of which
1.—1 to
U	 ..	 .._
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is described briefly below. Source listings in the Appendix have
extensive comments so the discussion here is concerned primarily with
the interfaces among software modules and with suggestions for program
modification.
,
Main Program and I/Q Group
The main program listing in the Appendix indicates the minimum
structure required for maximum entropy reconstruction. It is expected
that new users will want to augment this code for documentation on output
and error checks on input or to integrate the maximum entropy subroutine
calls within more comprehensive software imaging systems. It might also
be desirable to permit image input for continued iteration, perhaps with
a different value of A.
z	 There is little computation within . the main program itself. The
primary purpose of MAIN is to reserve storage for arrays, to oversee 1/0,
and to call the subroutines in the overhead group before passing control
to the main subroutine, ITERAT._ Since ITERAT and the subroutines in the
1/0 and overhead groups are called only once, their code could be inserted
in-Tine; however, this has not been done to take advantage of the object-
time dimension capability of Fortran U. MAIN reserves enough storage to
accommodate the largest reconstruction task anticipated, but the actual
dimensions of the image are part of the input to the program. This enables
:t
h	 the user to produce and save a single load module with the flexibility to
handle different image gridsizes, rectangular as well as square. to a
`• =	 multi-user virtual storage environment, this strategy also reduces the
number of pages-in and pages-out, because array contents are "packed" and
L-16
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and this in turn reduces the totaljob time. Two disadvantages of this
structure are the need for line printer output within subroutine ITERAT
and fairly long argument lists In subroutine calls.
The two-dimensional image array is stored In column-sequential
j format, and its correspondence with the physical x,y-coordinate system is
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the outer pixels have their centers shifted
half a pixel width from the edge of the field of view, The number of
pixels in the image and the boundaries of the field of view are input by
MAIN. The number of rows and columns need not be equal, but each must be
a power of two..
The two subroutines in the 1/0 group must be supplied by the user.
PIXOUT outputs the final image returned by ITERAT. If intermediate images
are needed; they can be obtained by inserting additional calls to PIXOUT	 j
within ITEKAT. Prinluut in ITERAT supplies the user with information.
ti	 about the numerical behavior of the optimization algorithm. This
Information is described in a later section.
DATAIN passes visibility measurements and their locations and
variances to the main program. MEPIX knows 'that the visibility function
Is Hermitian; therefore, it is not necessary to indicate separate measure-
ments at conjugate spatial frequencies. MAIN assumes, for purposes of
computing a(by Eq. 5) and the initial uniformly gray image,- that the first
visibility corresponds to (u,v) 	 (0,0). This convention is not essential,
t	 .
a but if it is to be changed, an additional parameter pointing to the flux 	 s
z	 density measurement is required. Note, a flux density value (either 	 1
measured or estimated) should always be included to avoid possible
si
divergence. No provision is made in the present software for interactive
f	 adjustment of X. i'
5
L-17
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Overhead Group
DXFRM is responsible for computing the values {d k , k = 1,2,...,N)
(Eq. 2). The implementation of this equation in DXFRM employs some
trigonometric identities for faster execution. The fact.that the image
Is a rectangular array of pixels enables use of these Identities. No.
assumptions are made about the locations of_visibility measurements.-
Modification of DXFRM to exploit regularities in measurement coverage
for increased speed is possible.
PSF computes the distinct values of {pR,^k} (Eq. 3) corresponding to
(xZ'_ xk)	 nx4x	 0 < n  < C - 1
(yk - yk)w nyoy	 -(R - 1) < ny, < (R - 1)
where is and C are, respecti vel y, the numbers of rows and columns in the
Image. Trig identities are again used for speed. The results of these
calculations are stored in row-sequential format; the first element of
the output array is associated with (xR - xk) a 0 0 (yR Wyk) . (R - 1)'&y
and the last with (xR	 xk )	 (c	 1) 4x , (yk	 yk) - -(R	 1) 4y .
XFERFN rearranges values computed by PSF and performs a two-
dimensional FFT of this array. The result is retained for use by
programs in the high-speed convolution group. Pre-computing the FFT
k^
	 of this array reduces convolution costs by about 30%.
Two-dimensional FFT Group
1
Much of the source code contained' in the Appendix is associated
with FFT software. The FFT program, CTA (Cooley-Tukey algorithm), is
	 i
transportable only in its Fortran version, which is significantly slower
r4
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{	 than an assembly language implementation of the same algorithm. As many
computer installations have FFT subroutines that are locally optimized
for speed, modification of MEPI'X to replace CTA with a faster FFT
realization should be considered. Provided the comments on the CTA source.
listing are studied carefully, such a substitution is not difficult.
It should be noted that CTA cannot compute the FFT of a sequence of
length less than 16. Therefore, use of MEPIX is restricted to images
with of 'least 8 rows and 8 columns, and the present program cannot be
applied to one-dimensional problems. Those involved in one-dimensional
Fourier analysis are encouraged to r4ivise the subroutines in the overhead
and convolution groups. Components, 'io the optimization group need not be
altered.
FFTR arranges for efficient transformation when either input or output
dOLa arrays are real. FFT21t implements the FFT of a two-dimensional real
array as a sequence of one-dimensional transformations. IFFT2R inverts
this operation, transforming an array of complex numbers with implicit
Hermitian symmetry into a two-dimensional real array.
Two-dimensional High-speed Convolution Group
CONV2D oversees the high-speed convolution operation. Its basic
function is to take the inverse FFT of the product of the output of XFERFN
and the FFT of the image. To avoid certain wraparound edge effects,
padding arrays with zeroes is required, and the actual transformation
operations are on arrays with 2R rows and 2C columns. CONV2D takes care
of these details automatically.
MULT2D and CMUL are utility programs. The function CMUL implements,
-f
complex multiplication, and MULT2D performs array multiplication as required
i	 L-20
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^'-	 processed by FFT2R and IFFT2R
attached to FFT2R), which acct
structure could be simplified
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algorithm, The storage format for data
is rather complicated (see cmnsnts
aunts for the length of MULT21) This data
considerably,
Optimization Group
The behavior of MEP IX is fundamentally controlled by ITERAT, the
subroutln,Q that embodies the Iterative search strategy. (Although the
operations performed by the other subroutines are corm plex, each operation
is well defined, and an 'improvement that speeds the implementation
slightly or that cleans up the code will' have relatively little effect on
the character of the total maximum entropy imaging packages. The bulk of
the source code is contained in the convolution and overhead groups. yet
	 N
these calculations, assuming they are done correctly, are really
i
perfunctory.
	
Improvements to the optimization strategy contained in 'ITERAT can, 	
a
on the other hand, have a profound impact on the program. The iterative
	 J
scheme described in Section III has evolved gradually over the last 18
months. Experimentation has suggested that this method converges much
faster than a steepest ascent algorithm, at least when applied to radio
	
`j
astronomical objects; however, very little is known about why this is so.
It is expected that substantial improvements to the present algorithm
await discovery. Thus,, the user should not hesitate to incorporate In
ITERAT chan es that a ear desirable Irk 
	 i	 f iTERAT h	 k d9	 PP	 s viers on o 	as wor e	 a
well for us, but no stronger claims are made.
OBJFTN and GRADi are utility routines that evaluate the objective'
function value and gradient, respectively. ROOT calculates the optimai
	
A
,
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univariate moves as described In Step 5 of Section 111. YTREM is not
called In the present version of ITERAT.
Each iteration results In several lines of printout from 1TERAT, an
t
annotated sample of which Is contained In Fig. 4. Much of this Information
is of interest Only to those concerned with the behavior of the iterative	 -
search algorithm. The most important parameters for the casual user are
the fractional image change, which might be used as a stopping criterion,
'	 and the rms reconstruction error
i	 M	 1	 N	 -Z	
-
2 I ml - QA Z fk exp [-12n (u i xk + v i yk)JI	 M	 (7)W o f
	k•l
which describes the measurement compatibility of the reconstruction. This
parameter, which should be approximately one for the final Image, can be
-	
Y
usad LO assess LIU; adequacy of, the chosen value of X. If the reconstruction
w	 accuracy is not sufficient, the value of a should be increased. Conversely,
r
	
	 if the reconstruction accuracy, is too good, spurious detail may develop in
the image, and X should be reduced.
'	
k
' 	 V. RUN TIME CONSIDERATIONS
MEPIX has been compiled by the Fortran H-Extended compiler (OPT-2),
and a load module Is stored on disk. The execution time for running this
	 g
load module is a function of the number of ,pixels N; the number- of
measurements M, and the number'of`'Iterations 1. The function I
a
approximately
t aMN + SNI 1092(4N)
where	 3
a = 1.4 x 10_
5 
_sec and B 3.7 x 10 5 `sec
4
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are appropriate constants for an IBM 370/168 installation. These
parameters have been determined experimentally. 6 is subject to soa
f1wztuation since it depends on the effectiveness of the temporary image
moves, that is, how often the temporary Image is retained. Each optimal
step costs an additional FFT-convolution. The temporary Image was
retained in 72% of the iterations for the test case that determined the
cited value of 0.
With arrays dimensioned to handle 4096 pixels and up to 1000
visibility measurements, MEPIX needs 360 K bytes of memory storage.
This figure could be reduced somewhat by Judicious use of equivalence
statements. In its most core-efficient realization, MEPIX requires array
storage to accommodate about 11N floating point values,
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